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Abstract
Little is known about dark energy and dark matter; but their simple descriptions
in the ΛCDM model of cosmology fit numerous datasets well. Recently however,
tensions have emerged between the results of different datasets, as have certain unex-
pected results. These anomalies may indicate new physics beyond ΛCDM; a revision
of how we describe the dark sector. My work uses cosmological anomalies to explore
the dark sector.
My research resolves perhaps the most exciting tension in cosmology, the Hubble
tension, with early dark energy (EDE). I developed two physical models for EDE and
find that these models not only solve the Hubble tension, but also fit most cosmolog-
ical datasets well. No other solution to the Hubble tension proposed thus far can do
both - fully solve the tension while still fitting early and late-time measurements of
the Universe.
The model that succeeds ΛCDM should solve not only the Hubble tension but
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also other cosmological tensions such as the S8 anomaly. My research investigates a
decaying dark matter model to address both tensions simultaneously but finds the
constraints from late-universe observations too stringent to permit a full resolution.
I am also building a phenomenological tool to model the dark sector in a widely-
used cosmological code. This tool, generalised dark matter, is a powerful formalism
capable of emulating the effects of a wide variety of dark matter and dark energy
models, simplifying placing constraints on different fundamentally-motivated models.
The formalism and two immediate applications of it are discussed.
My work also shows that a curious cosmic-ray (CR) measurement likely has an
astrophysical explanation rather than one motivated by dark matter. More flux in
CR positrons is observed at high energies than expected, indicating new sources for
high-energy CR positrons. My work demonstrates that nearby pulsars could source
these positrons and it develops a new analysis technique to distinguish dark matter
and pulsar sources for CR data.
The aforementioned anomalies and many others have persisted in cosmology for
years. It may be time to look beyond the standard model of cosmology for new
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Elegantly put, cosmology relates to “everything larger than a galaxy and smaller than
a nucleus” [1]. While the Universe today is substantially larger than a single galaxy and its
evolution is governed by large-scale physics, it was once packed into a very small space, its
dynamics governed by particle physics. Hence the study of cosmology probes physics across
many scales, allowing us to learn much about physics by studying the Universe. Angles
to pursue cosmology include understanding the origin and evolution of the Universe, its
composition and the behaviour of its constituents.
The Universe visibly consists of baryons (or normal matter) and radiation (photons, or
light). From nuclear physics, among other sources, we know it also consists of neutrinos;
very light and fast particles that weakly interact with normal matter and therefore cannot
be perceived directly. So far, we have accounted for roughly 5% of the Universe today.
Approximately another 25% is dark matter, whose effects are only observed gravitationally.
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Galaxies and clusters of galaxies gravitate more strongly than what their baryonic matter
can account for [2–4], meaning more matter exists in these objects but is simply not visible
or is ‘dark’ [5, 6]. In the most basic picture, dark matter is something that has mass and
is able to cluster, allowing the formation of these galaxies and clusters. Currently, the
most successful theory of dark matter assumes it consists of particles with small thermal
velocities, dubbed ‘cold’ dark matter (CDM) [7–9]. The remaining ∼ 70% is even more
mysterious. Something is causing the expansion of the Universe to accelerate, as indicated
by observations of nearby galaxies [10,11]. The unknown source of this phenomena is called
‘dark energy’ [12,13]. Dark energy is simply, yet successfully postulated to be a cosmological
constant Λ. The energy density of Λ in space remains constant even when space itself
expands. So described, these components make up the ΛCDM universe, a universe which
very closely resembles our own.
The flat ΛCDM model has become the concordance model of cosmology over the past
few decades, successfully explaining numerous data-sets [9, 14–25]. The unknowns dark
matter and dark energy (collectively, the dark sector) are very simply described in ΛCDM,
with just one free parameter between them. This model is in excellent agreement with
complex measurements like that of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), the oldest
light in the Universe [16, 25]. It is also separately consistent with late-universe probes like
supernova data [20].
Despite its triumphs, the ΛCDM model faces challenges ahead. The past two decades
witnessed cosmology transform into a precision science. This enhanced precision has re-
vealed certain inconsistencies of the concordance model. Although consistent with indi-
2
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vidual data-sets, results of ΛCDM fits to different data-sets are discrepant [26]. Tensions
arise when comparing the predictions of ΛCDM based on the early and late universes, the
most notable of these being the ‘Hubble tension’ [20, 27–30]. A ΛCDM model when fit to
the CMB underpredicts the local expansion rate H0 today by > 4σ. Similar, CMB-based
predictions of the matter density Ωm and the amplitude σ8 of matter fluctuations in linear
theory overshoot the locally-measured values [31–36]. These tensions have persisted and
worsened over the years, leading to the questions ‘do these indicate new physics beyond
ΛCDM?’ and ‘does this new physics reside in the dark sector?’. Cosmology has gone from
a precision science to an anomalous science. New measurements may be indicating that
ΛCDM is no longer a sufficient description of our Universe. My research will address sev-
eral of these anomalies in cosmology and expand on the ΛCDM model, searching for new
explanations of the dark sector.
This thesis is divided into the following chapters. In the first part, in Chapter 2, I
present my research on solutions to the aforementioned Hubble tension. Through exten-
sive work on resolving this tension [37–39], my research uncovered a viable solution in the
form of a new cosmological model consistent with most available data. Details of the work
conducted and avenues for continuing this work form the first part of this thesis. Next, I
investigate a new cosmological model which attempts to simultaneously address the Hubble
as well as the S8 tension [40] through a modification of dark matter. This work is presented
in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, I present a flexible, phenomenological approach to the dark
sector, the generalised dark matter framework. In this framework, the dark sector compo-
nents are approximated as a fluid. The properties of the fluid can be varied to track the
3
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effects of various different dark matter and dark energy candidates that arise from different
particle physics, making this approach powerful. Finally, Chapter 5 is dedicated to my
work addressing an astrophysical anomaly that may have cosmological implications. An
excess of cosmic-ray positrons observed by satellite experiments can be accounted for by
various models of dark matter particles annihilating in the Milky Way. However, a simpler
explanation exists, relying on objects and physical processes known to exist, unlike interact-
ing dark matter. This chapter delineates an astrophysical explanation for this phenomena,
demonstrating that the addition of new physics is likely not the cause of this anomaly.
I begin with the Hubble tension in Chapter 2, which is perhaps the most intriguing
tension in cosmology today [29]. The Hubble constant H0 is the current rate of expansion of
the Universe and can be derived by fitting a cosmological model like ΛCDM to observations
of the CMB [25]. It can also be measured directly in the local universe. This is done
by observing the redshift and apparent luminosity of objects of known luminosities, which
allow determination of their velocities and distances respectively and hence the expansion
rate [41]. This leads to a value > 4σ higher than the ΛCDM prediction. Explanations that
rely on unexplored systematics have not solved this tension [42–46], leading theorists to
postulate solutions that rely on new physics [37,39,47,48].
Initially, I approached this problem phenomenologically in Ref. [37] by adding a dark-
energy-like component in the early universe. Theoretical arguments can be made about
where in time a modification to cosmology would lead to a solution to the Hubble tension.
I, however, expanded my search beyond these regions in redshift. I adopted a data-driven,
phenomenological approach in order to simultaneously expose the regions of redshift that
4
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were relevant to the problem, as well as test these arguments. Moreover, constraints placed
on fundamentally-motivated models of dark energy and dark matter are specific to the
particular theoretical model in question. On the other hand, multiple fundamental models
can fit into phenomenological constraints, making this approach more powerful.
While the success of the EDE solution to the Hubble tension is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 2, a quick explanation is as follows. The CMB is a smooth emission of microwaves
at ∼ 2.7K with small variations of order 10−5. These variations correspond to regions of
over and under densities in the early universe and are observed to have a preferential size of
rs ∼ 1◦ on the sky [49]. This preferential scale was smaller when the CMB was emitted by
the very young universe, but magnified to the 1◦ scale observed due to the expansion of the
Universe, related to H0. The EDE model increases the early universe expansion rate before
the CMB was emitted. This, through complicated physical processes, decreases rs when the
CMB was emitted. However, this smaller rs still needs to be magnified through expansion
into the observed 1◦ size. The extra magnification required comes from an increase in H0,
easing the Hubble tension.
My work [37] showed that adding early dark energy (EDE) to the Universe at the
background level was capable of alleviating the Hubble tension. This leads to the question,
‘how do the perturbations of such an EDE affect observables?’. The terms ‘background’
and ‘perturbations’ in this context can be understood as follows. The density and velocity
of all components of a ΛCDM universe differ over space and time. The variation of their
spatially-averaged properties over time is their background evolution. Perturbations here
simply refer to the variation of these properties over space and time relative to a smooth
5
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background evolution, for example galaxies start out as spatial perturbation (primarily)
of CDM and baryons. Similarly, the EDE will also develop perturbations in time and
space dictated by its underlying physical model. Therefore, to answer this next question, a
physical model for EDE which would lead to similar effect as in Ref. [37] was conceived in
Ref. [38]. After a thorough investigation of this physical model, I tested its viability as a
solution for the Hubble tension in Ref. [39] and found that it not only resolved the Hubble
tension, but also provided a good fit to most cosmological observables. No other solution
to the Hubble tension proposed thus far can do both - fully solve the tension while still
providing a good fit to early and late time measurements of the Universe.
Ideally, the model that succeeds ΛCDM will not only address the Hubble tension, but
also explain other cosmological anomalies. Therefore, I next searched for new physics in the
dark sector that addresses both the Hubble as well as the σ8 tensions in Chapter 3. One
such solution invokes dark matter which decays into dark radiation [40]. The background
evolution of decaying dark matter (DDM) is such that it is directly correlated with the
Hubble parameter H0 and inversely correlated with the matter density Ωm. Hence, an
increase in the effective rate of decay of dark matter leads to an increase in the predicted
value of H0 as well as a decrease in Ωm, diminishing both tensions simultaneously. This
work also adopted a phenomenological approach, modelling the effect on observables of
decaying dark matter (DDM), but not the full details of the particle physics behind the
decay. Chapter 3 presents my work with DDM, which, like many other proposed solutions
to these tensions, finds that cosmological data places stringent constraints on these models,
keeping them from fully resolving the Hubble tension.
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Another cosmological anomaly is a tension at large angular scales in the CMB tem-
perature autocorrelation (TT) spectrum. The ΛCDM model predicts more power at these
scales in the spectrum, that is, more variation in the CMB temperature at those scales than
observed by two experiments [50–52]. Moreover, the ΛCDM model is too rigid in its descrip-
tions of dark energy and dark matter, as are most fundamentally-motivated cosmological
models. Exploring each new fundamental model with cosmological data places constraints
on only that particular description of the dark sector. I am hence building the generalised
dark matter (GDM) formalism [53] in the widely-used cosmological code CLASS [54]. GDM
is a flexible approach to dark matter and dark energy. It permits their properties to vary
over time and can capture the effects of most dark matter and dark energy candidates [53],
including the standard descriptions CDM and Λ. This flexibility is vital as cosmologists
remain unsure about the natures of both dark matter and dark energy. This powerful tool
I am developing will simplify expanding on the current standard cosmological model and
allow us to investigate the properties of the dark sector in model-independent ways. The
GDM formalism and its applications are presented in Chapter 4.
While the previous chapters explore new physics in the dark sector, new physics is
not necessitated by all cosmological anomalies. Some may have explanations that reside in
unexplored astrophysics masquerading as new physics. My research demonstrates this is
likely the case with the cosmic-ray positron excess observed by a number of experiments
[55, 56] in Chapter 5. More flux of high energy (≳ 1GeV) cosmic-ray positrons (e+s) was
detected than expected by conventional astrophysical models. These models predict e+ flux
assuming e+s at higher energies are produced by spallation of heavier cosmic rays (CRs)
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colliding with gas in the inter stellar medium (ISM). As such CRs are not produced at
the source, they are called ‘secondaries’. The excess of CR positrons observed is exciting
because it indicated new sources for CRs, unaccounted for by the conventional models.
Numerous theorists have proposed new models of dark matter annihilating into normal
matter particles as solutions to this excess [57–60]. However, a simpler solution exists which
invokes no new physics [61, 62]. Galactic pulsars are capable of trapping and accelerating
positrons to the energies the CR e+ excess is observed at [63–66]. The difficulty in proving
that the source of the excess is indeed pulsars is the great uncertainty in the astrophysics
surrounding this explanation. Lacking a complete survey of pulsars in the galaxy, we do
not know the locations, luminosities, ages, etc. of all pulsars that could contribute CRs.
The exact physics governing the injection of CRs into the ISM by these pulsars is not fully
understood either. Finally, a thorough understanding of the diffusion of CRs through the
galaxy is important to the problem, as CRs undergo rapid energy losses as they travel from
the source to us.
My approach to this problem was to simply span the full range of uncertainties in
the astrophysical assumptions, producing multiple expected CR e+ energy spectra for each
combination of assumptions [61]. These could then be directly compared to the data to see
whether CRs expected from pulsars could account for the e+ excess. Overcoming the hurdle
of uncertain astrophysics, I turned to the question of distinguishing a CR positron spectrum
produced by pulsars from that produced by dark-matter sources. At high energies, the
number of pulsars that can contribute CR positrons drops to a few. This results in spectral
features in the e+ energy spectra related to the individual contributing pulsars. Such
8
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spectral features would be absent if annihilating dark matter sourced these positrons. My
research developed a new technique for analysing CR data, which quantifies the existence
of such features in CR energy spectra, differentiating pulsar and dark-matter sources [61].
Finally, I investigate what insight into the astrophysical uncertainties can be gained
using CRs in Ref. [62]. By testing numerous combinations of astrophysical assumptions
against CR data, from the goodness-of-fit of each combination, certain assumptions can be
discarded or deemed unlikely. Then, if pulsars contribute the bulk of CR positrons at high
energies, low energy losses for CRs diffusing through the galaxy are inconsistent. Moreover,
rapid decline of pulsar luminosities (parametrised by the braking index κ) is disfavoured.
However, pulsars with low braking indices which correspond to such rapid declines have
been observed [67–69]. This seemingly incompatible result can instead be interpreted as
support for the time-evolution of these braking indices, which has also been observed in some
pulsars. To summarise, this anomalous measurement led to research with implications not
only for the dark sector, but also for the astrophysics of CRs.
The tensions and curious results discussed above are by no means the only ones in
cosmology. Much remains unknown about dark energy and dark matter. My research
explores the dark sector through attempts to resolve these cosmological anomalies. I have
contributed to solving the Hubble tension and understanding dark energy. My research
has also led me to create a framework in a Boltzmann code to test numerous dark sector
models. I have also developed a new approach to look for signals in CR data and used this
data to gain insight into the astrophysics of pulsars and CRs. Through my research, I aim




Current measurements of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) are in excellent
agreement with the standard ΛCDM cosmological model [9]. Still, there is some tension
between the valueH0 = 67.4±0.5 km s−1 Mpc−1 of the Hubble parameter obtained from the
CMB [25] and those obtained from local measurements, H0 = 74.03± 1.42 km s−1 Mpc−1




as measured by H0LiCOW [70]. This discrepancy is not easily explained by any obvious
systematic effect in either measurement [42,43,71,72], and so increasing attention is focusing
on the possibility that this “Hubble tension” may be indicating new physics beyond the
standard ΛCDM cosmological model [29,73].
However, theoretical explanations for the Hubble tension are not easy to come by. The
biggest challenge remains the very precisely determined angular scale of the acoustic peaks
in the CMB power spectrum, which fix the ratio of the sound horizon at decoupling to
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the distance to the CMB surface of last scatter. Possible late-time resolutions include a
phantom-like dark energy (DE) component [47, 74], a vacuum phase transition [75–77], or
interacting DE [78, 79]. However, these resolutions are tightly constrained [20, 30, 74, 79]
by late-time observables, especially those from baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) [17, 80,
81]. Model-independent parametrisations of the late-time expansion history are similarly
constrained [27, 48, 82]. An early-time resolution, which reduces the sound horizon with
additional radiation energy density [20,83], is constrained by BAO and by the higher peaks
in the CMB power spectrum [27, 79]. It is also possible to address the Hubble tension
through a modification of gravity [84–90].
My research has concentrated largely on a recently proposed string-axiverse [91–94]
scenario for dark energy [95] as a solution to this persistent and worsening tension [29].
This early-time resolution [37,96] relies on an exotic early dark energy (EDE) that behaves
like a cosmological constant before some critical redshift zc but whose energy density then
dilutes faster than radiation. This addresses the Hubble tension by increasing the early
expansion rate while leaving the later evolution of the Universe unchanged.
This chapter is based heavily on Refs. [37–39] 1, papers with coauthors Vivian Poulin,
Tristan Smith, Daniel Grin and Marc Kamionkowski.
1Ref. [37] was published in Physical Review D c⃝ 2016 American Physical Society,
Ref. [38] was published in Physical Review D c⃝ 2018 American Physical Society and
Ref. [39] was published in Physical Review Letters c⃝ 2018 American Physical Society.
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2.1 Early Dark Energy at the Background Level
As a first step to investigating whether the Hubble tension might be explained by early
dark energy (EDE), its impact on just the background evolution of the Universe is explored
here. This EDE is of the type that might arise in some axiverse scenarios [95]. In this
framework, dark energy is due to an axion-like field that is active today [94, 95]. However,
there can be a large number of similar light fields that can be dynamically important at
some point in the earlier history of the Universe and then decay away in influence.
Here we surmise that one of these axion-like fields becomes dynamical around the time
of recombination, the time of emission of the CMB. More precisely, it behaves, as we will
delineate more clearly below, like a cosmological constant at early times. However, at some
critical redshift zc, which is taken to be on order the redshift of recombination, its energy
density then decays more rapidly than that of radiation. The cosmological-constant–like
behaviour at early times increases the pre-recombination expansion rate and thus reduces
the sound horizon at recombination. The resulting reduction in the angle subtended by the
CMB acoustic peaks can then be compensated by an increase in the Hubble constant.
Although such an exotic early dark energy is capable of increasing the value of the
Hubble parameter today, we find that a value of the optical depth τ to reionisation greater
than its Planck-2016 2σ upper bound is required to fully resolve the Hubble tension 2. We
also find that the EDE is constrained to contribute at most ∼ 2% of the total energy density
of a ΛCDM universe around the time of recombination, and may only contribute ≳ 5% if
2This work was completed in 2016 and uses measurements available then to draw its conclusions. Hence,
for this section, H0 = 66.93 ± 0.62 km s−1 Mpc−1 is the Planck Hubble measurement [97] and H0 =
73.24± 1.74 km s−1 Mpc−1 is the local measurement from SH0ES [20].
12
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it decays earlier than a redshift of ∼ 105.
The idea of an additional early-Universe contribution to the energy density has been
considered before [98–100]. Although similar in spirit, those models differ from what we
consider here. The conclusion reached in our work that EDE contributes no more than ∼ 2%
of the critical density around the time of recombination is consistent with the conclusions
of earlier papers on other EDE models in which upper limits of ∼ 4 − 5% were inferred.
The increased early-Universe expansion rate considered here also resembles in spirit the
explanation suggested in Refs. [20,27,100] for the Hubble-parameter tension in terms of an
increased number of relativistic degrees of freedom.
In §2.1.1, I describe the EDE model, its evolution and its effect on the temperature auto-
correlation power spectrum of the CMB (TT spectrum). In §2.1.2, I describe the Fisher-
matrix analysis employed to constrain the model and the data used for this analysis. In
§2.1.3, I obtain constraints on the EDE and determine how it changes the Hubble parameter.
This is done for the optical depth at reionisation τ fixed at its current best-fit (§2.1.3), 2σ
(§2.1.3) and 5σ (§2.1.3) values. Conclusions for this section are in §2.1.4.
2.1.1 Model
The form of the EDE considered here is motivated by the axion-like fields discussed in
Ref. [95]. There it was argued that an axion-like field driving accelerated expansion today
might be one of ∼ 100 such fields in the string axiverse, each of which has some small
chance to drive accelerated expansion at some point in the history of the Universe. The
scenario suggests that there may be other axion-like fields that may have behaved earlier in
13
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the history of the Universe like a cosmological constant but then decayed away in influence.
This work uses a phenomenological model inspired by Ref. [95]. The energy density









where ρc is the critical density today, Ωede is the fractional energy density of the EDE
today and ac = 1/(1 + zc) is the critical value of the scale factor at which the EDE shifts
from early-time behaviour to late-time behaviour.





It can be seen that at redshifts z ≫ zc, we have a6 ≪ a6c and therefore pede ≃ −ρede. That
is, the EDE behaves like a cosmological constant at early times, similar to a slowly rolling
axion field. On the other hand, at redshifts z ≪ zc, a6 ≫ a6c and pede ≃ ρede, emulating a
free scalar field, with the hardest possible equation of state allowed by causality.
Fig. 2.1 shows how the energy density of the EDE evolves over cosmic history. Matter,
radiation and the cosmological constant are also shown for comparison. Changing Ωede shifts
the curve of the EDE up or down. Changing zc changes the redshift at which the EDE
switches from behaving like a cosmological constant to decaying away faster than radiation.
It is assumed here that the EDE only changes the homogeneous background evolution
14
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Figure 2.1: The evolutions of the energy densities of EDE (dashed lines) for several critical
redshifts zc, matter (solid blue), radiation (solid green), and the cosmological constant (solid
red). For each zc, Ωede is set at its 3σ upper limit derived from the Planck temperature power
spectrum assuming τ is fixed to the current Planck best-fit value. The energy densities are
all shown relative to the critical density ρc today, as a function of the scale factor a.
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of the universe. This work did not consider a physical model of how perturbations change
as a result of adding this phenomenological model to ΛCDM. Here, the energy density and
pressure of the EDE is simply added to the Friedmann equation in the background sector
of the public code Cosmic Linear Anisotropy Solving System (CLASS) [54]. Inclusion of
scalar-field perturbations can, in some cases, considerably alter the perturbation spectrum
[101]. The effects of perturbations in realistic, physical models for EDE are addressed in
subsequent work [38].
On adding such an EDE with non-zero Ωede to ΛCDM, the predicted TT angular
power spectrum will shift. It can be shifted back to better fit the data by shifting the other
parameters of the ΛCDM model. The shifts induced by various zc and Ωede on the TT
spectrum are shown in Fig. 2.2.
For this analysis, the critical redshift range 10 ≤ zc ≤ 106 is explored. Critical redshifts
smaller than approximately 500 shift the angular size θ∗ of the sound horizon at recom-
bination to larger values for Ωede > 0. If θ∗ were increased in this way, then the current
expansion rate H0 would have to be decreased to shift θ∗ back to its measured value. EDEs
with zc ≲ 500 therefore move the Hubble parameter further away from its local value, exac-
erbating the discrepancy between the Planck and local values. Some such critical redshifts
are included in our analysis, limiting the zc range to 10 on the lower end. On the higher
end, the analysis is limited to zc ≤ 106, as EDEs with higher critical redshifts have little
effect on CMB power spectra.
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Figure 2.2: The shifts caused in the TT power spectrum due to the addition of EDE are
shown for various zc and τ = 0.0596. The other cosmological parameters are fixed at the
values, shown in Table I, that provide the best fit to the TT power spectrum. Clearly
the critical redshift of the EDE is important in determining how the EDE shifts the TT
spectrum. Top: the value of Ωede chosen for each zc is the 3σ upper limit of its best fit.
Bottom: Ωede is chosen such that it moves θ∗ by 1%. Ωede is approximately two orders of
magnitude greater for the lower plot.
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2.1.2 Method
My aim here is to determine the largest value of the fractional early dark energy density
Ωede consistent with Planck measurements of the temperature power spectrum
3, after
marginalizing over the other cosmological parameters that are fit to the data. (While doing
so, we also investigate whether a nonzero Ωede is preferred by the data, but find a null
result.) Given the speculative nature of the model, here we do a rough initial analysis,
following that outlined in Refs. [102–105], in which the log-likelihood is approximated by a
quadratic dependence on the parameters. The loss of precision of this approach, relative to
the full Monte Carlo analysis, is made up for by clarity and simplicity. The upper bounds
we derive, though, should be understood as approximations rather than precise results.
Given the complexities involved in the current Planck polarization data, only the tem-
perature power spectrum is used here. Since the primary impact of the polarization data
(especially that at low multipole moments ℓ) is to fix the reionisation optical depth τ [106],
τ is removed from the Fisher analysis and instead fixed to different values that fall within
(and, for illustration, also outside) the current Planck error limits. As results show, the
best-fit cosmological parameters inferred from the temperature power spectrum are in rough
agreement (within 2σ) of those reported by the complete Planck analysis (including polar-
ization). Therefore, it is assumed that the cosmological-parameter shifts inferred below
from the introduction of exotic energy reflect reasonably well those that would be obtained
from a complete analysis.
3Observations obtained with Planck (http://www.esa.int/Planck), an ESA science mission with instru-
ments and contributions directly funded by ESA Member States, NASA, and Canada.
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Fisher Matrices
In order to constrain Ωede for various zc’s, a Fisher-matrix analysis using the Planck
TT angular power spectrum DTT,obsℓ in a manner similar to that outlined in Ref. [102–105]
is conducted. The analysis varies H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1, the fractional density ωb =
Ωbh
2 of baryons today, the fractional density ωc = Ωch
2 of cold dark matter today, the
amplitude ln(1010As) of the primordial power spectrum, and the scalar spectral index ns.
These 5 parameters are henceforth referred to in our Fisher analysis as the “cosmological
parameters”. Added to these is the current EDE energy density Ωede for a given zc as a
sixth parameter in the Fisher analysis.
The residues R(ℓ) of the observed and best-fit spectra are parametrised as















where the spectrum identifier TT was dropped. The partial derivatives gi(ℓ) of the spectrum
with respect to the cosmological parameters were determined by shifting the parameters
by 1% about their best-fit values and running the CLASS code to create the TT power
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The choice of changing all parameters by 1% is only somewhat arbitrary. This change is
small enough that we are still in the linear regime, which validates the Fisher analysis and
use of finite differences to numerically differentiate. Moreover, a 1% shift is large enough to
ensure that the partial derivatives do not suffer significant numerical errors. These partial
derivatives are shown in the top panel of Fig. 2.3.





where ∆Ωede is the value of Ωede that moved the angular size θ∗ of the sound horizon at the
redshift of the CMB by 1%. This value was found by recursively running CLASS for each
zc until a ∆Ωede was found that moved θ∗ by 1% in either direction. The partial derivatives
of Dbest−fitℓ with respect to Ωede for various zc’s are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.3.
The Fisher matrix Fij is then given by
Fij = ⟨gi, gj⟩, (2.7)
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Figure 2.3: Top: Partial derivatives of the TT spectrum with respect to the cosmological
parameters, H0 (dark blue), ωb (green), ωc (red), ln(10
10As) (light blue) and ns (pink).
These were derived at the best-fit values obtained by setting τ = τPl, shown in Table 2.1.
Bottom: Partial derivatives of the TT spectrum with respect to Ωede are shown here for
various values of zc. Here, Ωee is to be interpreted as Ωede .
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and σDℓ is the error on D
obs
ℓ . Hence, the analysis is limited by the error on the observed
Dℓ’s.
The inverse Fisher matrix is then [107]
(F−1)ij = rijσiσj , (2.9)
where rij is the correlation coefficient between the parameters Ai and Aj , and σi and σj
are their respective errors.
Planck Data
In their 2016 paper, Planck reports best-fit values for the TT + TE + EE + SIMLow
(SimLow is based on low ℓ EE data) spectra combined [97]. To begin with, these values
are used for the cosmological parameters and for τ , labelled Planck-16. However, as only
the Planck TT power spectrum is used for this analysis, the best-fit values for just the TT
spectrum will be shifted from Planck-16 by some small amount. Therefore, first a Fisher
analysis is done using just the TT spectrum and the cosmological parameters in order to
find this new best fit.
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where δAi quantifies the shift, relative to Planck-16, in the parameter Ai that will fit just
the TT data better. Next, it is checked that the shifts in the parameters are all small







= ⟨R(ℓ), R(ℓ)⟩ (2.11)




= −2σi⟨R(ℓ), gi(ℓ)⟩ ≪ 1. (2.12)
Doing so, we can now begin the investigation of the effects of EDE with a baseline ΛCDM
model that provides the best fit to the TT data used and is consistent, within errors, with
the best-fit CMB values obtained from the full Planck-16 analysis. The values adopted for
the cosmological parameters + τ for the subsequent analysis are shown in Table 2.1.
As errors on higher Dℓ’s are correlated [108], binned data is used for ℓ ≥ 30. The bin
size is 30 for all but the last bin which spans 2490 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2508. The correlation between
errors on Dℓ’s from different bins is then diminished. In all, the range 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ 2508 is used
for the analysis.
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Planck-16 τ = τPl τ = τPl + 2στ,Pl τ = τPl + 5στ,Pl
100h 66.93 ± 0.62 67.99749 68.28782 68.77709
ωb 0.02218 ± 0.00015 0.02240 0.02244 0.02251
ωc 0.1205 ± 0.0014 0.11970 0.11906 0.11799
τ 0.0596 ± 0.0089 0.0596 0.0774 0.1041
ln1010As 3.056 ± 0.018 3.05576 3.08972 3.14024
ns 0.9619 ± 0.0045 0.96453 0.96599 0.96862
χ2red 0.9271 0.7652 0.7471 0.7322
Table 2.1: The values of the cosmological parameters and reionisation optical depth τ used
as the best-fit values with no EDE are shown alongside the Planck values. Also shown are
the reduced χ2 values for the TT power spectrum for these values.
2.1.3 Constraints on the EDE
Adding the EDE will shift all parameters by some amount, which can be expressed in











2/∂Aj) is small at the best-fit value for the cosmological parameters
and the correlation coefficients are such that |rij | ≤ 1. This makes the shift in any parameter
δAi due to any of the cosmological parameters much smaller than the error σi on Ai.
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Therefore, the shift in parameter Ai induced by a change ∆Ωede from its baseline value





where δAi’s are now a function of the critical redshift zc.
Below the following is done for several values of τ : (1) First the values of the five other
cosmological parameters that provide the best fit to the TT data we use are determined;
(2) Ωede is added as a sixth parameter to the Fisher analysis and the following determined
(a) the best-fit value of Ωede ; (b) the 1σ error to Ωede ; and (c) the shifts induced by Ωede to
the cosmological parameters, recording specifically the shift in H0. Results are a function
of 10 ≲ zc ≲ 106. (3) In each case, check whether the introduction of Ωede improves the fit
to the TT data by a statistically significant amount. In no case is there evidence that the
TT data prefers a non-zero value of Ωede and thus in each case only upper limits to Ωede
are derived.
Fixing τ = τPl
First the Planck central value τ = 0.0596 is considered. The constraints to Ωede are
then shown in Fig. 2.4 as a function of the critical redshift zc. Also shown there is the 1σ
error to Ωede. The best-fit value of Ωede is (unphysically) negative for some zc, but for no
value of zc does the preferred value depart from the null result by a statistically-significant
amount. This remains true for all our constraints on Ωede for various values of τ .
For τ = 0.0596, the largest allowable EDE-induced increase in the best-fit value of the
25
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Hubble parameter is 0.22 km s−1 Mpc−1, at a critical redshift zc ≃ 10000. This is a small
fraction of the Planck 1σ error (roughly 0.6 km s−1 Mpc−1) to H0, so does not do much in
the way of relieving the CMB/local-measurement tension. The introduction of Ωede to the
Fisher analysis increases the error to H0, to roughly 1.2 km s
−1 Mpc−1, and this may go
some way toward alleviating the tension.
Fixing τ = τPl + 2στ,Pl
Next τ is fixed at its Planck-16 2σ upper limit. The TT spectrum prefers a larger value
of τ [9]. Therefore, the reduced χ2 is slightly smaller in this case, and smaller still when we
fix τ at its 5σ Planck-16 value, as seen from Table 2.1.
The constraints on Ωede are shown in Fig. 2.5. The errors on Ωede are essentially the
same between the analyses at various values of τ . The blue line in Fig. 2.5 hence offers a
visual reference to comparing constrains on Ωede for various τ .
The change brought about in the Hubble parameter for τ = 0.0774 is shown in Fig. 2.5.
The best-fit value of H0 increases at most by 0.36 km s
−1 Mpc−1 (zc = 1259), its 1σ value
increasing at most by 1.6 km s−1 Mpc−1 (zc = 1585). The total increase in the Hubble
parameter for τ = 0.0774 is twofold. Firstly, the EDE is capable of inducing a greater
positive shift in H0 as compared to τ = τPl. Secondly, for higher τ , a larger best-fit value
of H0 without any EDE is preferred, as can be seen from Table 1. Consequently, although
the Hubble tension is not resolved, H0 is pushed closer to its local measurement.
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Best fit with EE
Best fit 
 EE  + 1σ
Figure 2.4: Top: The best-fit values and errors on Ωede . The optical depth τ was fixed at
the best-fit Planck-16 value to obtain these constrains. Bottom: The best-fit values of the
Hubble parameter H0 and its 1σ upper limit obtained by including EDEs in the fit to the
Planck temperature power spectrum. Also shown is the central value obtained from local
measurements in [20] as well as the values that are 1σ and 2σ lower than the best fit. As
before, Ωee = Ωede .
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Best fit with EE
Best fit 
 EE  + 1σ
Figure 2.5: Top: The best-fit values and errors on Ωede are shown for various critical
redshifts of the EDE. We fix τ at τPl + 2στ,Pl. As before, Ωee = Ωede . Bottom: The
best-fit and best-fit + 1σ values for H0 (in km s
−1 Mpc−1) are shown along with its local
measurement at various σ.
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Fixing τ = τPl + 5στ,Pl
The results from fixing τ at its Planck-16 and 2σ values hint that perhaps a higher
value of τ will allow the EDE to fully resolve the Hubble tension. Therefore, this subsection
explores what happens if τ for some reason departs by 5σ from its best-fit value. The
best-fit values adopted in this subsection are shown in Table 2.1.
The constraints obtained on Ωede are shown in Fig. 2.6. The change in the Hubble
parameter is shown in Fig. 2.6.
Although fixing τ at 5σ does not entirely eliminate the discrepancy, H0 is increased
by a greater amount as compared to Fig. 2.5. For some zc, it is increased to within the
2σloc range of the locally measured Hubble parameter H0,loc. The greatest increase in the
best-fit value of H0 is 0.88 km s
−1 Mpc−1 (zc = 1585), in its 1σ value is 2.22 km s
−1 Mpc−1
(zc = 1779).
1σ likelihood ellipses for H0 and Ωede are plot in Fig. 2.7. For local extrema in the shifts
in H0, a higher correlation between H0 and Ωede can be seen in the ellipses. One the other
hand, for critical redshifts that leave H0 unchanged, there is little correlation between H0
and Ωede. The Planck-16 values are always within ∼ 2σ ellipses and all the Ωede estimators
are consistent with the null result.
2.1.4 Conclusions
This work considers a simple early-dark-energy energy density that provides a small
perturbation to standard ΛCDM. The EDE behaves like a cosmological constant until some
29
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Best fit with EE
Best fit 
 EE  + 1σ
Figure 2.6: Top: The best-fit values and errors on Ωede (= Ωee) for various zc are shown
for τ fixed at τPl + 5στ,Pl. Bottom: The best-fit vales of H0 (in km s
−1 Mpc−1) are shown
with their 1σ errors. The local measurement is also shown at various σ.
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Figure 2.7: 1σ likelihood contours for the Hubble parameter against Ωede for various critical
redshifts, covering the range of critical redshifts probed. Here, τ = τPl + 5στ,Pl. In each
plot, the Planck-16 values for both parameters are marked by the horizontal and vertical
dashed black lines. The dashed blue lines mark the value for the best-fit Hubble parameter
for just the TT spectrum without EDEs. Negative values of Ωede are unphysical but allowed
in the analysis. Estimators of Ωede are consistent with zero within ∼ 2σ. As for other plots,
interpret Ωee as Ωede .
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critical redshift zc, then decays away as a
−6. We investigate whether such an EDE can
alleviate the Hubble tension and find constraints on the maximum fractional energy density
Ωede today, that this field can have by doing a Fisher analysis on the Planck TT power
spectrum.
Our analysis finds that the value of τ places a strong constraint on the preferred value
of Ωede as well as the extent to which it can mitigate the Hubble tension. A larger value of
τ leads, with EDE, to a larger best-fit value of H0.
In order for the best-fit value of H0 for a ΛCMD + EDE universe to coincide with the
local measurement, a value of τ greater than its 5σ Planck-16 value is required. (Such a
large value of τ is consistent with that obtained by the WMAP 9-year results, τWMAP =
0.088 ± 0.014 [49].) Fixing τ at its Planck-16 best-fit and 2σ values, the tension is not
altogether resolved, however, H0 is shifted up closer to its local value. This is largely due to
the error on H0 increasing on the addition of the EDE. Increasing τ and allowing for such
an EDE is indeed capable of alleviating the Hubble tension.
The Hubble tension between local measurements and the Planck data has been studied
before by Ref. [20, 27, 36, 47, 85, 109–112]. Altering the effective number of neutrino species
Neff [20] and allowing the equation of state parameter of dark energy w to vary with time
[36] have been investigated as solutions to the Hubble tension (although variable w may
introduce more tensions, eg. with BAO [36]). The correlation between H0 and Neff as well
as that between H0 and variable w is stronger than that between H0 and the EDE and they
may be better candidates for diminishing the Hubble tension.
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Figure 2.8: The two best fits (blue and black) for the Planck temperature angular power
spectrum for τ = τPl + 2στ,Pl, and the Planck data (red). In black is the best fit without
any EDE. In blue is the best fit including an EDE with zc = 1259. This is the EDE that
increases the best-fit Hubble parameter the most. In the lower panel, we subtract Dbest−fitℓ
from all three spectra and plot the residues. The bottom left and bottom right panels are
scaled differently such that the residues may be more easily distinguishable.
Furthermore, Ref. [20,42,109] suggest unresolved systematics in Planck data may be the
cause of the tension. In particular, Ref. [42] suggests that Planck multipoles ℓ ≥ 1000 may
suffer systematic errors. Excluding ℓ ≥ 1000 data not only significantly reduces the Hubble
tension, but would also allow more room for early dark energy. However, Ref. [43] finds
inconsistencies between high and low multipoles in Planck data statistically insignificant.
Adding the EDE to ΛCDM, the cosmological parameters shift to accommodate the
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EDE. The reduced χ2 for the TT spectrum at their new best fit is not significantly changed.
All changes in χ2red are approximately an order smaller than the error on it. Fig. 2.8 shows
the best-fit spectra without any EDE and that with the EDE which increases the best-fit
vale of H0 the most, for τ = 0.0774. From the residues in the lower panel shown therein, it
can be seen that the addition of the EDE leaves the TT spectrum, and hence the reduced
χ2s, largely unaltered. Therefore, current data does not favour with statistical significance
the addition of the EDE to ΛCDM.
This EDE was motivated from axion-like fields that may explain dark energy [95]. The
EDE considered here contributes its most to the total energy density of the Universe close to
its critical redshift, forming its greatest fraction of the total energy density of the Universe.
Fig. 2.9 plots this fraction η = ρede(zc)/ρΛCDM(zc) of the total energy density of a pure
ΛCDM universe that EDE can from, as a function of redshift, according to our constraints
on Ωede. For extremely high redshifts, the TT spectrum allows dark energy to have a larger
energy density than that in a ΛCDM universe as long as it quickly redshifts away. This can
also be seen from Fig. 2.1, where the EDE with the greatest critical redshift has a higher
energy density than radiation just before it decays. Closer to recombination, the greatest
contribution of early dark energy is constraint to be ≲ 2% of the total energy density in
a ΛCDM universe. This result is consistent with constraints on other early dark energy
models obtained through Monte Carlo analyses [98–100] that found upper limits of 4-5%.
The constraints presented here on Ωede can be improved by more computationally heavy
approaches such as including polarization data in the analysis or by doing a full MCMC on
the 6-dimensional parameter space for each zc considered. However, our simpler approach
34
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Figure 2.9: The EDE at its critical redshift ρede(zc) is plot as a fraction of the total energy
density ρΛCMD(zc) of a pure ΛCDM universe for a range of redshifts. This fraction is within
an order-unity factor of the greatest contribution of the EDE to the energy density of the
Universe. This plot was made for τ = τPl and allowing Ωede = σΩede .
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allows us to constrain an early dark energy model on a level consistent with a full MCMC
analysis, and show that it is capable of increasing the value of the Hubble parameter. We
conclude that adding an EDE, such as the one considered here, to ΛCDM may form a part
of the solution to the Hubble tension if a higher optical depth to reionisation is allowed. If
the Hubble tension persists with a 1% measurement of the local value of H0, then it may
be useful to revisit the early-dark-energy model considered here.
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2.2 Ultra-Light Axion-like Fields as Early Dark Energy
Ultra light axion-like (ULA) fields arise generically in string theory [93, 113]. They
may be cosmologically relevant, contributing to the cold Dark Matter (CDM) and DE in
our universe (see [113] and references therein). My previous work [37] relied on a similar
model to solve the Hubble tension, calling on the presence of an early dark energy (EDE)
phase. As a physical model for EDE is required to consistently incorporate the effects of
perturbations in the EDE, I next study ULAs as a candidate for EDE and a solution to the
Hubble tension.
This section explores the observational implications of a cosmological scalar field with
a potential of the form Vn(ϕ) ∝ [1 − cos(ϕ/f)]n that becomes dynamical at a range of
times, which arises non-perturbatively and breaks the approximate ULA shift symmetry.
The standard axion potential is obtained in the n = 1 case, while higher-n potentials may
be generated by higher-order instanton corrections [114]. Here ϕ denotes the field value
and f the ULA decay constant. These fields become dynamical as the Hubble parameter
decreases, eventually settling down at the minima of their potentials. Up to the point when
the fields become dynamical (i.e. during the period of ‘slow-roll’ evolution) their equations
of state are dark-energy like: wede ≃ −1, hence constituting early dark energy.
Soon after the field becomes dynamical, it starts to oscillate and, when averaged over
the oscillation period, has an equation of state equal to wede ≃ (n−1)/(n+1) for a potential
of the form Vn(ϕ) ∝ ϕ2n [115]. As the field oscillates, its energy density dilutes as cold dark
matter (CDM) for n = 1, for n = 2 it dilutes as radiation and for n = 3 it dilutes faster
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than radiation. With a statistical ensemble of such fields (i.e. the ‘axiverse’), the universe
may have gone through several periods of ‘anomalous’ expansion. This general scenario
may provide a way to connect the physics of cosmic inflation to our current period of
accelerated expansion [95] as well as alleviate the coincidence problem [37, 95, 116–118]. It
may also reduce the Hubble constant tension [37] and explain the anomalously low baryon
temperature inferred by the EDGES experiment [119].
Recently, the Experiment to Detect the Global EoR (Epoch of Reionisation) Signa-
ture (EDGES) claimed measurement of 21-cm absorption at z ∼ 20 [120], a signal of the
spin-flip transition in neutral hydrogen from a time before the Universe was populated with
stars which reionised all gas. This measurement implies an exceptionally low 21cm bright-
ness temperature, inconsistent with ΛCDM predictions. If this measurement withstands
experimental scrutiny [121], it could indicate that the expansion history at high redshifts
could differ from standard assumptions. These observations could be explained through
the cosmological effects of a collection of scalar fields, as envisioned in the ‘string-axiverse’
scenario [91, 93, 121, 122] explored in my previous work [37]. These fields would also affect
a variety of cosmological observables, such as CMB and matter power-spectra [123,124].
This section briefly presents the ULA model and as well as a fluid approximation to
the full dynamics. The fluid approximation parametrises the ULA dynamics for arbitrary
n in terms of the redshift when the field becomes dynamical, zc, and the fractional energy
density in the axion field at zc, fzc ≡ Ωede(zc)/Ωtot(zc). The perturbations in the ULA
are included in this investigation, building on past work [37]. These perturbations are
approximated by a time-averaged fluid component with a time and scale dependent effective
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sound speed [113,123,125–129] within the ‘generalized dark matter’ parametrisation [53].
Using Planck, measurements of the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and the Joint
Light-Curve Analysis (JLA) data [130], we place constraints on ULAs for the n = 1, 2 and 3
models. Using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis, we are able to fully explore
degeneracies between the ULA parameters and the standard cosmological parameters. We
derive constraints on fzc as a function of zc for all three models. We find in particular that
fzc becomes partially degenerate with dark energy for all three potentials once 1+ zc < 10.
When 10 ≲ 1+zc ≲ 3×104, we find that fzc is constrained to be ≲ 0.004 for matter-dilution
and fzc ≲ 0.02 for the other two potentials. The constraints then relax with increasing zc,
but we demonstrate that current measurements of the CMB 4 require that fzc be less than
unity as early as zc = 10
10. Remarkably, we find that the details of the ULA dynamics could
distinguish its effects from other cosmological components, even if the ULA time-averaged
equation of state is equal to zero (CDM-like) or 1/3 (radiation-like). Details of these are
present in the full text of the publication [38].
Section 2.2.1 reviews the basics of the cosmological dynamics of ULAs by laying out
the equations for the homogeneous field dynamics and introducing the dynamics of the
perturbed field. The fluid approximation is also presented here. Equipped with this for-
malism, §2.2.1 describes the rich dynamics of ULA perturbations. The CMB and matter
power-spectra that arise in our scenario are calculated using a modified version of the CLASS
Boltzmann code5 [54,131–133]. The MontePython6 [134] MCMC package is used to ob-
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tain constraints on our scenario. My main contribution to this work was exploring the
implications for cosmological tensions in §2.2.3, and minor contributions included aiding in
analysis of the MCMC output. Finally, conclusions are drawn in §2.2.4.
2.2.1 The cosmological dynamics of ULAs
Background dynamics
The background dynamics of a ULA have a simple description. The field is initially
pinned at some value due to Hubble friction. Once the expansion rate drops below some
critical value (related to the mass of the ULA), the field is free to evolve to the minimum
of the potential. It then oscillates around the bottom of its potential such that its energy
density is diluted due to the subsequent expansion.





The ULA potential is given by
Vn(ϕ) = Λ
4(1− cosϕ/f)n, (2.18)
where f is the energy scale at which the global U(1) related to axions is spontaneously
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2 − Vn(ϕ). (2.20)
The Hubble equation can be written
H = H0E(a) = H0
√︁
Ωm(a) + Ωr(a) + ΩΛ +Ωede(a), (2.21)
where ΩX ≡ ρX/ρcrit and ρcrit = 3H20M2P , where MP ≡ (8πG)−1/2 is the reduced Planck
mass. Numerically solving these oscillatory equations is computationally expensive. They
can however, be approximated by a fluid with energy density that is initially constant due
to Hubble friction (the ‘early dark energy’ phase) and then dilutes away as [53,115]
Ωede(z) =
2Ωede(zc)








Such a has an associated equation of state w = Pede/ρede given by
wede(z) =
1 + wn
1 + [(1 + z)/(1 + zc)]3(1+wn)
− 1, (2.24)
which asymptotically approaches −1 as a → 0 and wn for z ≪ zc. For details of the
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Figure 2.10: The evolution of the background field with µ = m/H0 = 10
6, α = f/MP =
0.05, and Θi = ϕi/f = π − 0.1 for the three forms of the axion potential explored in this
work.
derivation of the fluid approximation, see Ref. [38].
Fig. 2.10 shows a comparison between the exact axion energy density and our parametri-
sation. This shows that when n = 1, the homogeneous axion energy density dilutes like
matter once the field is dynamical. On the other hand it dilutes like radiation when n = 2.
When n ≥ 3, dilution is faster than radiation
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Perturbed dynamics in the fluid formalism
Linear perturbations to the axion field will develop and evolve according to the per-
turbed Klein-Gordon equation. However, these equations are computationally expensive
to solve and would not allow us to scan over the parameters of the ULA theory and the
standard cosmological parameters. Since the oscillations of the scalar field generally occur
with periods much shorter than a Hubble time, much of the dynamics can be captured
by averaging over the oscillations and dealing with fluid equations [115]. The equations
governing the evolution of density and bulk velocity perturbations can be written in terms
of fluid variables in the synchronous gauge as [53]






− 3(c2s − wede)Hδede









where the dot refers to a derivative with respect to conformal time. From the background
dynamics, wede is known. Note that the effective sound speed c
2
s ≡ δp/δρ, is possibly








In the approximation for wede given by Eq. (2.24), the adiabatic sound-speed during
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it then evolves to wede once the field starts oscillating. We have checked that given that
both the exact and parametrised c2a are negative and of order unity, our parametrisation
gives a good approximation to the exact evolution of the perturbations.
Finally, we must determine c2s. During the EDE phase c
2
s = 1 for a slowly rolling scalar
field, but deviates strongly from 1 once the field starts oscillating. We find that for a ULA
potential which takes the form V ∝ ϕ2n around the minimum:
c2s =
2a2(n− 1)ϖ2 + k2
2a2(n+ 1)ϖ2 + k2
, (2.29)
with the oscillation angular frequencyϖ ∝ a−3wn . We discuss the dynamics of perturbations
in §2.2.1. Before entering into these details, we relate our parametrisation to the ULA theory
parameters.
Initial conditions of perturbations
We solve for the ULA dynamics using the GDM equations of motion [53], which require
the specification of the ULA equation-of-state wede, the adiabatic sound speed c
2
a, and
effective sound speed c2s. During slow roll, generic scalar fields have that wede ≃ −1,
c2a ≃ −7/3, and c2s = 1. Since wede ≃ −1 the linear perturbation equations written in terms
of the velocity perturbation θede are unstable. To deal with this we solve the evolution of
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the perturbations in terms of the heat-flux, uede ≡ (1 + wede)θede [123].
δ̇ede = −
[︃









u̇ede = −(1− 3c2s)Huede + 3H(wede − c2a)uede
+c2sk
2δede . (2.31)
In practice, when z > zc, we set wede ≃ −1, c2s = 1 and c2a is given by Eq. (2.28). During
the oscillatory phase, when z < zc, c
2
s is given by the time and scale-dependent effective
sound speed in Eq. (2.29), c2a is given by Eq. (2.27) with wede given by Eq. (2.24). Abrupt
changes in these quantities can lead to the generation of transients in numerical solutions.
We have verified that these had no significant effects on the predicted power spectra used
to constrain this model.
In the ULA scenario considered here, the ULA component is always subdominant on
superhorizon scales and at early times. In that case, the ULA perturbations fall inside
the gravitational potential wells created by the radiation component, such that there is a













4− 6wede + 3c2s
(kτ)3k, (2.33)
where C is the initial amplitude and τ is the conformal time. Note that we take δede =
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uede = 0 initially since these quantities are quickly driven to the attractor solution [135].
2.2.2 Current constraints to ULAs
Using current measurements of the CMB and other probes of large-scale structure, we
place constraints on the energy density of ULAs as a function of the time when they become
dynamical. Although the CMB decouples around z ∼ 1000, each multipole carries with it
information about the evolution of the universe around the time the scales that form it
entered the causal horizon. This, in principle, makes the CMB sensitive to cosmological
dynamics as long ago as z ∼ 105 − 106 [37, 117].
To perform this analysis we consider a series of fixed values for zc at which we constrain
the energy density in the ULA. We run Monte Carlo Markov chains using the public code
Monte Python [134]. We assume flat priors on {ωb, θs, As, ns, τreio, ωcdm} and a logarith-
mic prior on Ωede. We scan over 9 points in 1 + zc logarithmically distributed between 1
and 108. We also vary n to be equal to (1, 2, 3). We make use of Planck high-l and low-l
TT,TE,EE and lensing likelihood. We include the anisotropic BAO data at z = 0.2− 0.75
from the BOSS DR12 data release [81] and isotropic BAO data at z = 0.105 [17] and
z = 0.15 [80]. We include the Joint Likelihood Analysis (JLA) of supernovae, which in-
cludes measurements of the luminosity distance of SN1a up to redshift z ∼ 1 [130].
The constraints on the density of ULAs today as a function of their dilution redshift
1 + zc are shown in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Top panel − Constraints on the density of the ULA today as a function of its
dilution time 1+zc. Bottom panel − Constraints on the fraction of the total energy content


























Figure 2.12: Posterior distributions of the density of ULAs today vs the other ΛCDM parameters for 1 + zc = 1 (bottom
panel), 103 (middle panel) and 106 (top panel). Here, Ωa is to be interpreted as Ωede.
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2.2.3 Implications for cosmological tensions
Although most cosmological observables are individually consistent with a ΛCDM cos-
mology, tensions exist between the predictions of various data sets, such as the Hubble
tension [20,22]. Furthermore, the recent measurement of the sky-averaged 21-cm signal by
EDGES is inconsistent with predictions of ΛCDM [120], although the interpretation of the
signal is still being explored [121]. In this section, we examine the effect of ULAs on these
two tensions.
The Hubble tension
One of the most prominent and persistent tensions in cosmology is the Hubble tension
[27, 29]. The current expansion rate of the universe as predicted by the ΛCDM model
when fit to the CMB disagrees with local measurements at greater than 3σ 7 [20]. Planck
determines H0 to be 66.93 ± 0.62 km s−1 Mpc−1, while the SH0ES (Supernova H0 for
the Equation of State Collaboration) collaboration measures a value of 73.24 ± 1.74 km
s−1 Mpc−1 [20]. Numerous explanations have been proposed and studied in the literature
[20,37,47,75,79,112,136–139].
In this section, we investigate whether ULAs can alleviate the tension and what regions
in the Ωede − zc plane are best suited to do so, similar to Ref. [37]. We use the Friedmann
equation to compute H0 today, given fiducial values for the other cosmological parameters,
and the indicated values for zc and Ωede. We keep θs fixed and let CLASS solve for the value
of H0. The results are shown in Fig. 2.13.
7The most recent H0 measurement available when this work was completed was Ref. [20]. The tension
has worsened today and exists at a > 4σ level [41]
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For n = 1, we find that no value of Ωede,0 for values of 1 + zc ∈ [100, 106] diminished
the H0 tension. With reference to Fig. 2.12, for zc ≫ zeq, the fluid (which approximates
ULAs) effectively behaves like CDM for all times that the CMB is sensitive to. The fluid
is fully degenerate with CDM, and ωcdm and Ωede are negatively correlated. That is, the
CMB cannot distinguish between the fluid and CDM. An increase in the energy density of
EDE today will be accompanied by a decrease in the energy density of CDM and there is
no change to the value of the Hubble parameter. At the other end, for zc ≃ 0, the fluid is
strongly degenerate with Λ. This degeneracy is weaker than that with ωcdm at zc ≫ zeq,
because the equation of state parameter of the fluid is not exactly −1, but slightly larger as
the EDE field is beginning to roll. Again, an increase in Ωede is accompanied with a decrease
in ΩΛ and the value of H0 remains unaltered. The tension is, however, somewhat alleviated
as the fluid is degenerate with H0 and leads to a larger error on H0. For intermediate
redshifts zc ≲ zeq, the fluid reduces the value of H0, exacerbating the tension. The angular
diameter distance DA(z∗) to the CMB fixes the value of Ωmh
2 and therefore, effectively
increasing Ωm leads to a reduction in h. Hence at best, the n = 1 scenario leaves H0
unaltered, at worst, exacerbates the tension.
The n = 2 scenario fares better, as seen from Fig. 2.13. For zc < z∗, it fares similarly
to the n = 1 case. It is strongly degenerate with ΩΛ for zc ≃ 0. For 0 < zc ≪ z∗, the fluid
exacerbates the tension. Again, this is due to its effect on DA(z∗) - it adds to the expansion
rate at late times and H0 must decrease to compensate and preserve DA(z∗). For zc ≃ 103,
Ωede and H0 are uncorrelated. As we are already in matter domination by z = 10
3, a fluid
that behaves like Λ before and radiation after recombination will impact expansion history
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only over a finite redshift range around zc. As the angular diameter distance DA(z∗) to
recombination gets most of its contribution from lower redshifts, its value and therefore
H0 remain largely unchanged. For zc > z∗, the n = 2 scenario is degenerate with Neff ,
as it effectively adds more radiation to the Universe. Hence the impact of the fluid on
H0 is similar to that of Neff : it increases H0 and diminishes the tension [20]. We note
however, that the n = 2 EDE scenario leads to a more significant easing of this tension
than a relativistic species with arbitrary sound speed and viscosity, which can only relax
the tension at the 2.4σ level [48].
Finally, for the n = 3 scenario, for zc ≲ z∗, the impact of the fluid is similar to the
n = 2 case. As mentioned before, the n = 3 case only impacts expansion history over a
small range in redshift centred around zc. For zc > z∗ and Ωede,0 larger than our current
constraints, the pre-recombination expansion rate is increased. This decreases the radius
rs of the sound horizon at recombination and H0 increases to compensate and preserve θs.
Hence, the ULA EDE is capable of increasing H0 as seen in Fig. 2.13.
The CMB becomes insensitive to physics above z ∼ 106 as noted by [37,117]. Therefore,
for a given Ωede,0, even as zc increases above 10
6, the energy density of the EDE for z ≲ 106
remains unchanged, as does the Hubble parameter. We hence only show the change to the
Hubble parameter due to the addition of ULAs up to 1 + zc = 10
6.
To summarize, we find that in order for ULAs to diminish the Hubble tension, we
require n = 2 or 3 and z∗ < zc ≲ 106. While it may seem worrisome that a full solution
to the H0 tension requires Ωede larger than our constraints from Fig. 2.11, this exercise
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Figure 2.13: Hubble parameter H0 for various values of Ωede,0(= Ω
0
a) and zc, for the n = 1
(top panel), n = 2 (middle panel) and n = 3 case (bottom panel). The cyan line represents
the constraints shown in Fig. 2.11. The white contours show the 1σ contour on the H0
value measured by SH0ES [20].
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did not exploit all available data or parameter space. In this section, the cosmological
parameters are maximised over, that is, fixed at their maximum likelihood values while just
the ULA EDE parameters and H0 are varied. However, shifting one of the cosmological
parameters within its 1σ contour could allow more wiggle room for H0. Therefore, to probe
all available parameter space with all available data, (1) the SH0ES measurement could be
included in the analysis and (2) all parameters (cosmological and ULA) should be allowed
to vary simultaneously and be marginalised over. This is done in Ref. [39] and summarised
in §2.3.
EDGES exotic 21 cm measurement
EDGES recently measured the sky-averaged 21cm brightness temperature [120] around
the redshift range z = 15−20 to be roughly 2.5 times smaller (3.8σ) than that predicted by
ΛCDM. 8 Two main classes of solution have been suggested to explain this measurement:
either the temperature of the photons against which the 21-cm temperature of the gas
is measured is brighter than that of the CMB [140–142] or the baryon temperature Tb is
cooler than expected based on ΛCDM [119,120,143,144]. In the latter scenario, the EDGES
measurement indicates that the baryon temperature Tb at z = 20 is smaller than 7K at 99%
C.L.
In Ref. [119], the implications of EDGES were explored for the EDE model proposed in
my previous work [37], equivalent in this context to the limit n → ∞ for ULA EDE, including
only the effect of EDE on the homogeneous evolution of densities and temperatures. Here
8The interpretation of this this measurement is still under discussion [121].
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Figure 2.14: Baryon temperature at z = 20 (close to the minimum of the absorption trough
measured by EDGES [120]) as a function of the ULA density today Ωede,0(= Ω
0
a) and critical
redshift zc. The top panel presents the n = 1 case, the middle panel the n = 2 case and
the bottom panel the n = 3 case. The white line shows Tb = 7 K, i.e. the 99% upper-limit
on the temperature measured by EDGES. The cyan line shows the Planck 95% C.L. limit
derived in this work. All models of interest are excluded by our analysis.
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we perform a similar analysis for n = 1, 2, and 3, including perturbations in a ULA fluid.
In the absence of any additional sources, the baryon gas temperature is driven by the










where tC(z) is the Compton-heating timescale. The key idea used in Ref. [119] is, if the
expansion rate before z ∼ 20 is increased, the gas temperature decouples from the CMB
temperature earlier, giving the gas more time to adiabatically cool. Within ΛCDM, baryons
decouple around z ∼ 150. To reach the 99% C.L. upper limit on the level of absorption
measured by EDGES at z ∼ 20, the decoupling would need to happen around z ∼ 210. The
presence of ULA EDE that would dominate the expansion rate over a short period of time
can potentially lead to a decoupling satisfying this condition.
We show in Fig. 2.14 the baryon temperature at z = 20 (close to the minimum of
the absorption trough measured by EDGES [120]) as a function of the ULA density today
Ωede,0 and critical redshift zc, for each value of n. To produce this figure, we fixed all
ΛCDM parameters including the Hubble rate H0 to values compatible with Planck 2015
data 9. Interestingly, we confirm that there exists a region of parameter space, centered
around zc ∼ 100 where the EDGES signal can be explained, in the n = 2 and n = 3
case. Our constraints on the ULA density from Planck data however strongly exclude all
9In CLASS, these equations can be solved using either Recfast [145,146] or HyRec [147] and Eq. (2.34). Our
choice of keeping H0 fixed is motivated by the fact that adjusting θs requires strongly unphysical values of
the Hubble rate (sometimes smaller than 0.01 km/s/Mpc) for which both Recfast and HyRec have difficulties
to solve the cosmological recombination history. This also allows for a direct comparison with Ref. [119]
where the same approach was used.
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of these models, in agreement with Ref. [119]. Although this result was also obtained by
maximising over other parameters, marginalising over other parameters does not provide a
solution either.
2.2.4 Conclusions
This work studies ultra-light axion-like particles with a fluid approximation. Equipped
with this fluid formalism, we have compared the phenomenological consequences of axion-
like potentials with n = 1 which dilutes as cold dark matter (CDM), n = 2 which dilutes as
radiation, and n = 3 which dilutes faster than radiation. We were thus able to explore any
degeneracy the ULAs may have with known cosmological components, in particular CDM
and neutrinos, and quantify the sensitivity of the data to a ULA component that decays
even faster than radiation. We have constrained the abundance of ULAs as a function of
zc using current cosmological data sets with an MCMC analysis, in order to fully explore
degeneracies between the ULA parameters and the standard cosmological parameters.
Next, we studied the implications of our constraints for cosmological tensions. On the
one hand, the explanation of the EDGES signal is excluded by more than three orders of
magnitude. On the other, we have shown that fields with n = 2 and n = 3 can significantly
ease the Hubble tension, as previously found for n → ∞. Contrary to expectation, the
n = 2 scenario is favoured over n = 3 even if the latter dilutes faster. This was done by
only maximising over other cosmological parameters, calling for a more involved analysis of
ULA EDE as a solution to the Hubble tension by marginalising over other parameters.
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2.3 A Resolution of the Hubble Tension with Early Dark
Energy
Two physical model for EDE are presented and tested as solutions to the Hubble tension;
one that involves an oscillating scalar field and another with a slowly-rolling scalar field.
These models allow us to perform a complete analysis of the growth of perturbations and of
CMB fluctuations. We then perform a thorough search of the parameter space for the scalar-
field model parameters, along with the classical cosmological parameters. Doing so, we find
regions of the combined parameter space where the CMB likelihoods match (and even
slightly improve upon) those in the best-fit ΛCDM model with values of H0 consistent with
those from local measurements. Moreover, our cosmological model is in good agreement with
constraints from BAO [17,80,81] and the Pantheon supernovae dataset [148]. The fact that
both an oscillating and slowly-rolling scalar field can resolve the Hubble tension indicates
further that the success of the resolution does not depend on the detailed mechanism that
underlies it. Our resolution requires a ∼ 5% contribution from EDE to the total energy
density at redshift z ≃ 5000 that then dilutes later. Interestingly, hints for such an increased
expansion rate and/or reduced sound horizon had been previously identified [72,149].
Our first model for EDE is nominally a scalar field φ with a potential V (φ) ∝ (1 −
cos[φ/f ])n [95]. At early times, the field is frozen and acts as a cosmological constant, but
when the Hubble parameter drops below some value, at a critical redshift zc = a
−1
c − 1,
the field begins to oscillate and then behaves as a fluid with an equation of state wn =
(n − 1)/(n + 1). In practice, numerical evolution of the scalar-field equations of motion
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becomes extremely difficult once the oscillations become rapid compared with the expansion
rate, and so our numerical work is accomplished with an effective-fluid approach [38] that
has been tailored specifically for this potential. Still, as that work (and discussion below)
indicates, our conclusions do not depend on the details of the potential and would work
just as well with, e.g., a simpler φ2n potential. Our second model is a field that slowly rolls
down a potential that is linear in φ at early times and asymptotes to zero at late times.
Numerical evolution of the scalar-field equations of motion confirm that the resolutions we
find here with the effective-fluid approach are valid for that model as well.











It asymptotically approaches −1 as a → 0 and wn for a ≫ ac, showing that the energy
density is constant at early times and dilutes as a−3(1+wn) once the field is dynamical [150].
The homogeneous EDE energy density dilutes like matter for n = 1, like radiation for n = 2
and faster than radiation whenever n ≥ 3. For n → ∞, on reaching the minimum of the
potential, w∞ = 1 (i.e. the scalar field is fully dominated by its kinetic energy) and the
energy density dilutes as a−6.
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The equations governing the evolution of the perturbations to the effective density δede
and heat flux uede ≡ (1 + wede)θede, where θede is the bulk velocity perturbation, can be
written as discussed in Refs. [38,53,123]. Solving these equations requires the specification of
the EDE equation-of-state wede(z), the adiabatic sound speed c
2
a ≡ Ṗ ede/ρ̇ede and effective
sound speed c2s ≡ δpφ/δρφ (defined in the rest-frame of the field). During slow roll and
assuming φ̇i = 0, generic scalar fields have wede ≃ −1, c2a ≃ −7/3, and c2s = 1 [38, 123].
When the field becomes dynamical, wede and c
2
a can be calculated from the background
parametrization. The exact behavior of c2s depends on the particular shape of the potential
as described in Ref. [38]. We also note that, just as with the background dynamics, this
parametrization describes the case of the slow-roll model by taking the limit n → ∞ and
setting c2s = 1 [53].
We run a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) using the public code MontePython-
v310 [134,151] and a modified version of the CLASS-code [54,131]. We perform the analysis
with a Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, assuming flat priors on the ΛCDMand EDE param-
eters {ωb, ωcdm, θs, As, ns, τreio,Ωede,0,Log10(ac), ϕi}. In addition, we run separate MCMCs
to compare n = (2, 3,∞). Following the Planck collaboration, we model free-streaming
neutrinos as two massless species and one massive with Σmν = 0.06 eV [152]. Our data sets
include the latest SH0ES measurement of the present-day Hubble rate H0 = 73.52 ± 1.62
km/s/Mpc [83] 11 Planck high-ℓ and low-ℓ TT,TE,EE and lensing likelihood [153]. We also
include BAO measurements from 6dFGS at z = 0.106 [17], from the MGS galaxy sample
of SDSS at z = 0.15 [80], and from the CMASS and LOWZ galaxy samples of BOSS DR12
10https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public
11The most precise local measurement of the Hubble constant available at the time this work was completed
was Ref. [83], different from that in §2.1 and §2.2.
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at z = 0.38, 0.51, and 0.61 [81]. Note that the BOSS DR12 measurements also include
measurements of the growth function fσ8(z). Additionally, we use the Pantheon
12 super-
novae dataset [148], which includes measurements of the luminosity distances of 1048 SNe
Ia in the redshift range 0.01 < z < 2.3. Moreover, there are many nuisance parameters that
we analyze together with the cosmological ones using a Choleski decomposition [154]. We
consider chains to be converged using the Gelman-Rubin [155] criterion R− 1 < 0.1.
In Fig. 2.15, we show the marginalized 1D and 2D posterior distributions of H0, ωcdm,
fEDE(ac) and Log10(ac) in ΛCDM and in the EDE cosmology with n = 2, 3 and n → ∞,
where fEDE(ac) ≡ Ωede(ac)/Ωtot(ac). We report the best-fit χ2 for each experiment in Table
2.2, while the reconstructed mean, best fit and 1σ confidence interval of the cosmological
parameters are given in Table 2.3. We find that the best-fit χ2 in the EDE cosmology is
reduced by −9 to −14 compared to ΛCDM using the same collection of data-sets. This
reduction in the χ2 is not only driven by an improved fit of SH0ES data, but also by an
improved fit of CMB data compared to a ΛCDM fit to all data-sets. Interestingly, in the
global fit, the EDE fits Planck data slightly better than ΛCDM fitted on Planck only 13.
This is in stark contrast with the case of extra-relativistic degrees of freedom, for which the
χ2 of CMB and BAO data degrades (as shown on the last column of Table 2.2 and also
found by Refs. [27, 47,48]).
One of the most interesting aspects of the EDE resolution of the Hubble tension is
that the posterior distributions show that the field must become dynamical around matter-
12https://github.com/dscolnic/Pantheon
13The fit of ΛCDM on Planck only yields χ2Planck ≃ 12951.5 for the exact same precision parameters as
the one used in the EDE fits and convergence criterion R − 1 < 0.008. It can vary slightly from the one
quoted in Planck tables [22].
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Figure 2.15: Comparison between the marginalized 1D and 2D posterior distributions of
H0, ωcdm, fEDE(ac) and Log10(ac) in the EDE cosmology with n = 2, n = 3 and n = ∞.
The best fit value of H0 in ΛCDM is shown in orange; the one from SH0ES is shown in
grey.
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Figure 2.16: The variation of the scales that are ‘fixed’ by the CMB data with respect to
fEDE(ac) as a function of ac with all other cosmological parameters fixed at their Planck
best-fit values [25]. The colored bands indicate the marginalized 1σ range of ac for each
EDE model considered here.
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radiation equality. Within the context of ΛCDM, a simplified picture of the CMB power
spectrum can be described by three angular scales: ℓeq (the projected Hubble horizon at
matter-radiation equality), ℓs (the projected photon-baryon sound-horizon at decoupling),
and ℓD (the projected Silk damping scale at decoupling) [156]. These angular scales are
given by the ratio of a physical scale at decoupling with the angular diameter distance to the
surface of last scattering: ℓX = πDA(z∗)/rX(z∗). Additionally, the overall amplitudes of the
CMB peaks (in particular, the first one) are accurately measured by Planck. It is straightfor-
ward to show that PH ∝ ω−0.5cdm , ℓeq ∝ ω0.5cdmh−0.2, ℓs ∝ ω−0.16cdm h−0.2, ℓs/ℓD = rs/rD ∝ ω0.03cdm,
where PH stands for the height of the first peak and we assume that the heights of the
even and odd peaks fixes ωb. In ΛCDM, the measured peak height determines ωcdm, al-
lowing an inference of h through ℓeq, ℓs, and ℓD. Alternatively, using the determination of
H0 from SH0ES, one would deduce values of ℓeq, ℓs, and ℓD too small compared to their
measured values. As shown by several recent studies [27, 28, 72], this can be re-cast as a
mismatch between the sound horizon deduced from Planck data, and that reconstructed
from the standard distance ladder. The value of rs measured by Planck is higher by ∼ 10
Mpc compared to that directly deduced from the distance ladder.
The role of the EDE is to decrease rs, while keeping the angular scales and peak heights
fixed via small shifts in other cosmological parameters. For each value of n, we show the
fractional change in rs, rs/rD and PH with fEDE(ac) as a function of ac in Fig. 2.16. The
1σ errors on ac, reconstructed from our analysis, are also shown. Unsurprisingly we find
that the value of ac is driven to be close to the maximal fractional change in rs (solid line).
Additionally, one can see that such an EDE leads to a shift in the ratio rs/rD (dash-dotted
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line) and increase in peak height (dotted line). From the above scaling relations it is clear
that the increase in the peak height can be compensated by an increase in ωcdm, giving
the positive correlation between fEDE(ac) and ωcdm visible in the 2D-posterior distribution
shown in Fig. 2.15. Moreover, the dynamics of the EDE compensate for such a change in
ωcdm, leaving the imprint of ℓeq on the power spectra relatively unchanged. An increase in
ωcdm leaves rs/rD roughly unaffected but this ratio cannot be kept fully fixed. This brings
us to our main conclusion: the favoured EDE model is the one that, while maximizing the
decrease in rs, minimizes
14 the change in rs/rD. Using these scaling laws, for n = 3 a
resolution of the Hubble tension will roughly require δωcdm ≃ 0.01 and fEDE(ac) ≃ 0.1 at
Log10(ac) ≃ −3.7. Strikingly, this crude estimate agrees well with the best-fit values in
Table 2.3. This analysis also explains why n = 3 is favored over the n = 2 and n → ∞
case. Moreover, we can understand why the EDE cosmology is a “better” resolution of the
Hubble tension than increasing the effective number Neff of neutrino degrees of freedom:
the effects of an additional radiation energy density can be read off of Fig. 2.16 for the n = 2
case at Log10(ac) ≪ −4.5. In that case, the EDE simply behaves like additional radiation
at all relevant times. One can see that rs/rD is significantly affected, leading to additional
tension with the data, as previously noted in Ref. [157].
We find that it is essential to consistently include perturbations in the EDE fluid.
Neglecting perturbations is inconsistent with the requirement of overall energy conservation
and therefore leads to unphysical features in the CMB power spectra which restrict the
success of the resolution. This, in part, explains why my former study [37] did not find a
14In practice, a relatively small shift in rs/rD is allowed as long as a small shift in ns can compensate for
it, leading to a mild shift in the best-fit value of ns (see Table 2.3).
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good fit to the CMB for fEDE(ac ≃ 10−3.5) ∼ 5%.
In Fig. 2.17, we show the residuals of the CMB TT (top panel) and EE (bottom panel)
power spectra calculated in the best-fit EDE model with respect to our best-fit ΛCDM
(i.e. fit on all datasets). One can see that the EDE leads to residual oscillations particularly
visible at small scales in the EE power-spectrum, which represent an interesting target
for next-generation experiments such as the Simons Observatory [152], CMB-S4 [158] or
CoRE [159]. Additionally, the pattern around the first peak (ℓ ∼ 30 − 500) in the EE
spectrum might be detectable in the future by large-scales E-mode measurements such as
CLASS [160] or LiteBird [161]. Finally, the changes in rs, ns, and As leave signatures in
the matter power spectrum that can potentially be probed by surveys such as KiDS, DES
and Euclid. This can also be seen in the parameter S8 ≡ σ8(Ωm/0.3)0.5, which is shifted by
about 1σ upwards from its ΛCDM value. This slightly increases the so-called “S8 tension”
(e.g. [26]) and therefore deserves more attention in future work. As a first check, we have
performed additional runs including SDSS DR7 [162] and KiDS [163] likelihoods, and found
that our conclusions are unaffected.
This work shows that an EDE that begins to dilute faster than matter at a redshift
zc ≳ 3000 can explain the increasingly significant (now 4.4σ) tension between H0 inferred
from the CMB [25] and Cepheid variables/supernovae at low redshifts [83]. Using Planck,
BAO measurements, the Pantheon supernovae data, the local SH0ES measurement of H0
and a MCMC analysis, we found that a field accounting for ∼ 5% of the total energy density
around z ∼ 5000 and diluting faster than radiation afterwards can solve the Hubble tension
without upsetting the fit to other data sets. We found that in the EDE cosmology the
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best-fit χ2 is reduced by −9 to −14 (with a slight preference for n = 3) compared to ΛCDM
using the same data-sets. Moreover, the ΛCDM fit to just the Planck data is as good as the
combined fit to all of the data sets in the EDE cosmology. This is in stark contrast with
the popular increased-Neff resolution.
The oscillating field EDE may naturally arise in the ‘string-axiverse’ scenario [91, 93,
95, 122,164]. The standard axion potential is obtained for n = 1, while higher-n potentials
may be generated by higher-order instanton corrections [114]. The EDE resolution of the
Hubble tension, along with the current accelerated expansion and the evidence for early-
Universe inflation (and perhaps the accelerated expansion postulated [38, 119] to account
for EDGES [120]) may suggest that the Universe undergoes episodic periods of anomolous
expansion, as suggested in Refs. [37, 95,116–118,165].
A future cosmic-variance-limited experiment around ℓ ∼ 30− 500 and above ℓ ∼ 1500
could probe the specific residual oscillations in the CMB power spectra associated with the
EDE dynamics, while the shifts in As, ns, rs, and keq will be probed by future LSS surveys.
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Figure 2.17: Residuals of the CMB TT (top panel) and EE (bottom panel) power spectra
calculated in the best-fit EDE model with respect to ΛCDM, obtained from our MCMC
analyses. Blue points show residuals of Planck data, while orange bands show the binned
Cosmic Variance with the same bins and weights as Planck.
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Datasets ΛCDM n = 2 n = 3 n = ∞ Neff
Planck high-ℓ 2449.5 2448.4 2445.9 2445.4 2451.9
Planck low-ℓ 10494.7 10494.2 10492.8 10493.8 10493.8
Planck lensing 9.2 9.4 9.6 11.7 9.8
BAO-low z 1.7 2.1 2.1 1.8 2.7
BAO-high z 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.0
Pantheon 1027.1 1027.3 1026.9 1026.9 1027.1
SH0ES 11.1 2.3 1.4 4.6 3.9
Total χ2min 13995.1 13985.6 13980.6 13986.0 13991.2
∆χ2min 0 -9.5 -14.5 -9.1 -3.9
∆ logB15 0 -0.51 +2.51 +2.41 -0.44
Table 2.2: The best-fit χ2 per experiment for the standard ΛCDM model, the EDE cosmolo-
gies and ΛCDM+Neff . The BAO-low z and high z datasets correspond to z ∼ 0.1 − 0.15
and z ∼ 0.4 − 0.6, respectively. For comparison, using the same CLASS precision pa-
rameters and MontePython, a ΛCDM fit to Planck data only yields χ2high−ℓ ≃ 2446.2,


























Parameter ΛCDM n = 2 n = 3 n = ∞
100 θs 1.04198 (1.04213)± 0.0003 1.04175 (1.0414)+0.00046−0.00064 1.04138 (1.0414)± 0.0004 1.04159 (1.04149)± 0.00035
100 ωb 2.238 (2.239)± 0.014 2.244 (2.228)+0.019−0.022 2.255 (0.258)± 0.022 2.257 (2.277)± 0.024
ωcdm 0.1179 (0.1177)± 0.0012 0.1248 (0.1281)+0.003−0.0041 0.1272 (0.1299)±0.0045 0.1248 (0.1249)± 0.0041
109As 2.176 (2.14)± 0.051 2.185 (2.230)± 0.056 2.176 (2.177)± 0.054 2.151 (2.177)± 0.051
ns 0.9686 (0.9687)± 0.0044 0.9768 (0.9828)+0.0065−0.0072 0.9812 (0.9880)± 0.0080 0.9764 (0.9795)± 0.0073
τreio 0.075 (0.068)± 0.013 0.075 (0.083)± 0.013 0.068 (0.068)± 0.013 0.062 (0.066)± 0.014
Log10(ac) − −4.136 (−3.728)+0.57−0.013 −3.737 (−3.696)+0.110−0.094 −3.449 (−3.509)+0.047−0.11
fEDE(ac) − 0.028 (0.044)+0.011−0.016 0.050 (0.058)+0.024−0.019 0.054 (0.057)+0.031−0.027
rs(zrec) 145.05 (145.1)± 0.26 141.4 (139.8)+2−1.5 140.3 (138.9)+1.9−2.3 141.6 (141.3)+1.8−2.1
S8 0.824 (0.814)± 0.012 0.826 (0.836)± 0.014 0.838 (0.842)± 0.015 0.836 (0.839)± 0.015
H0 68.18 (68.33)± 0.54 70.3 (71.1)± 1.2 70.6 (71.6)± 1.3 69.9 (70)± 1.1





The simple ΛCDM concordance model has been immensely successful in describing
numerous cosmological observables at different epochs [20, 166]. Nontheless, when fit to
measurements of the early universe, the ΛCDM model finds results inconsistent with obser-
vations of the late universe [30]. These include the persistent Hubble tension [29] as well as
the milder S8 tension [31].
The current state-of-the-art experiment Planck which measures the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) radiation, assumes a flat ΛCDM model to extract cosmological pa-
rameter values and finds the local expansion rate H0 to be 67.37 ± 0.54 km/s/Mpc [25].
On the other hand, the SH0ES collaboration finds the larger value H0 = 73.52 ± 1.62
km/s/Mpc [83, henceforth R18] through model-independent measurements of the local uni-
verse, at ≳ 3.5σ tension with the Planck value. 1 This tension between the early and late
1At the time this work was completed, the most precise local measurement of H0 was from Ref. [83].
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universe exists even without Planck CMB data or the SH0ES distance ladder [30]. Another
direct measurement of H0 = 72.5
+2.1
−2.3 km/s/Mpc [70] from the H0LiCOW collaboration
based on lensing time delays is in moderate tension with Planck, while a constraint from
Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) combined with baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) data of
H0 = 66.98± 1.18 km/s/Mpc [30] is inconsistent with SH0ES.
There is also evidence of ≳ 2σ tension between the constraints from Planck on the
matter density Ωm and the amplitude σ8 of matter fluctuations in linear theory and those
from local measurements [31, 32]. Planck derives S8 = σ8(Ωm/0.3)
0.5 = 0.832 ± 0.013
whereas local measurements find the smaller values: SSZ8 = σ8(Ωm/0.27)
0.3 = 0.78 ± 0.01
from Sunyaev-Zeldovich cluster counts [33], S8 = 0.783
+0.021
−0.025 from DES [34] and S8 =
0.745±0.039 from KiDS-450 [35] weak-lensing surveys. The CFHTLenS weak-lensing survey
also finds support for disagreement with Planck CMB predictions [167].
Although systematic causes for these discrepancies cannot entirely be ruled out, nu-
merous potential systematics have been investigated and exonerated over the years while
the tensions have persisted and worsened [25, 32, 42–46, 71]. Hence, we must consider the
alternative - that the model-dependent results from the early universe are inconsistent with
the model-independent measurements of the late universe because the ΛCDM model of
cosmology is incorrect.
There have been numerous attempts at resolving these discrepancies via non-standard
cosmological models [37,39,47,168,169, and references therein], however, most such attempts
at solving the Hubble tension worsen the S8 tension and vice-versa. Solutions to the Hubble
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tension either reduce the size rs of the sound horizon with an early-universe modification
[27, 28, 72], or increase the angular diameter distance DA to the CMB with new physics
in the post-recombination universe. Then, to keep the locations of the peaks in the CMB
fixed, H0 increases, diminishing the tension. On the other hand, a solution to the S8 tension
would require either late-universe physics that leads to a suppression of the linear matter
power spectrum or a decrease in the CMB-predicted value of Ωm.
In this work, we tackle both requirements with a decaying dark matter (DDM) model
which has a decay rate proportional to the Hubble rate. In this scenario, a fraction of
dark matter density decays into dark radiation per Hubble time [170], with the effect being
amplified close to the onset of matter domination. This leads to an increase in the expansion
rate relative to ΛCDM around recombination, resulting in a decrease in rs. Fits to the CMB
then predict a higher H0, alleviating the Hubble tension. Moreover, observables like the
CMB fix the amount of dark matter in the early universe. Then, due to decay into dark
radiation, there is less dark matter today, lowering Ωm and leading to smaller S8 values.
This model can hence simultaneously diminish both the Hubble and the S8 tensions. Testing
against various cosmological datasets, we find that this DDM model can provide a better
fit to some datasets and simultaneously alleviate the two aforementioned tensions, but not
fully resolve them. We also find that at most, a fraction fdm ≲ 0.003 of dark matter can
decay into dark radiation in the light of recent Planck, supernova and BAO data, and an
external prior on H0 from R18. This chapter is organised as follows. A brief description of
the model is given in Section 3.1, along with its effect on observables. In Section 3.2, we
provide a detailed description of our analysis. Our results are presented in Section 3.3 and
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discussed in Section 3.4 where we also conclude.
This chapter is based heavily on recent work [40] accomplished with co-authors Kan-
haiya Pandey and Subinoy Das.
3.1 Decaying dark matter model
Motivation for exploring a DDM resolution to the Hubble tension comes from con-
sidering the effective radiation degrees of freedom Neff [20, 25, 48]. Increasing the amount
of radiation in the early universe such that ∆Neff ∼ 0.4 − 1 has been shown to diminish
the Hubble tension [20]. This extra radiation must be ‘dark’ as the presence of an extra
photon-like component is strongly constrained by both BBN and the CMB [22]. A fourth,
massive, sterile neutrino could provide such extra dark radiation however, the existence of
such a particle is constrained by oscillation experiments [171].
The scenario explored here follows the model proposed by Ref. [170]. It involves dark
radiation interacting within the dark sector, in particular, a particle (beyond the framework
of the standard model) decaying into an extra dark radiation component. All the dark
radiation in this scenario is a product of dark matter decay and forms a small fraction
of the total dark matter density. The decay rate Γ determines this fraction fdm of dark
matter energy density that decays into dark radiation. This fraction remains nearly constant
over time after matter-radiation equality. If fdm is large, it can alter the expansion rate
as shown in Fig. 3.1, which we demonstrate leads to a higher predicted H0. Moreover,
the decay naturally reduces the amount of dark matter in galaxies and clusters leading
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to smaller predicted values of S8. A brief description of the background dynamics of the
model, contribution of dark radiation to Neff and effect on observables is discussed in the
following subsections.
3.1.1 Background dynamics
A general coupling between dark matter and dark radiation can be described by the
energy balance equations [172]
ρ̇dm + 3Hρdm = −Q (3.1)
ρ̇dr + 3H(1 + wdr)ρdr = Q (3.2)
where ρdm and ρdr are the dark matter and dark radiation energy densities and H = ȧ/a is
the Hubble rate, where a is the scale factor and overdots denote derivatives with respect to
conformal time. We also assume dark radiation has an equation of state wdr = Pdr/ρdr =
1/3. A positive rate of energy transfer Q denotes the direction of energy transfer from
dark matter to dark radiation. Non-zero values of Q imply that dark matter no longer
redshifts exactly as a−3 nor dark radiation as a−4. We adopt the covariant form of the
energy-momentum transfer 4-vector introduced in [172]
Q = Γρdm, (3.3)
where the exact form of the interaction rate Γ depends on the details of the particle physics
of the decay process.
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Many forms of Γ have been studied in the literature [168, 173–176]. Here, we explore
the simple case where Γ = αH, where α is a constant and H is the Hubble rate. Although
we do not model the particle physics resulting in Γ ∝ H, we refer the reader to two
fundamental particle physics motivations for such an interaction. As discussed in Section
5 of Ref. [170], if dark matter is a coherently oscillating scalar field and decays into light
fermions similar to the reheating mechanism, it can give rise to our DDM set up. It may
also arise in the model proposed by Ref. [177], where a fraction of dark matter converts
to dark radiation through late kinetic decoupling and Sommerfeld-enhanced dark matter
annihilation. The mass ranges for dark matter particles in each of these models differ greatly.
As our analysis here is phenomenological, our constraints are independent of the mass of
the dark matter particle undergoing decay. Interpreting these results in the framework of a
particular fundamental model can translate our constraints to particle mass and interaction
cross-section.








−3(a−3wdr − a−αdr), (3.5)








where β is a constant. The first term in (3.6) behaves like a standard radiation density
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while the second behaves like a fluid with an equation of state αdr/3. For weak couplings
between dark matter and dark radiation, αdr ≪ 1, which leads to β ∼ ρdr,0. Assuming no
dark radiation exists initially, we set β = 0 and only retain the second term in our analysis.











Therefore, fdm is constant over time and the density of dark radiation ρdr ≃ αdrρdm. Our
model is then parameterised by a single parameter αdr.
For a detailed description of the perturbations in our model, we refer the reader to
Ref. [170,178].
3.1.2 Calculation of ∆Neff
In standard cosmology, the energy density ρrad of relativistic species in terms of the












This includes standard model (SM) neutrinos (for which Nν,eff = 3.046) [179], and char-
acterizes any free-streaming radiation beyond the SM expectation. Then, any departure
from the SM can be accounted for through ∆Neff , where Neff = Nν,eff +∆Neff . In our case,
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−(3+αdr) − ρdm,0a−3, (3.9)
making it a derived parameter in our analysis.
3.1.3 Effects on observables
The main effect of the DDM model is an alteration of the expansion history of the
Universe. In Fig. 3.1, we show how decaying dark matter affects the CMB, the matter
power spectrum and the expansion rate. All parameters were fixed at their Planck 2015
ΛCDM best-fit values, including the energy density Ωdm,0 of dark matter today, and we
show the effect of varying just αdr. Then, for αdr > 0, there was more dark matter in the
early universe which decayed to match the dark matter energy density today. This shifts
matter-radiation equality to earlier times, reduces the ratio Ωb/Ωdm of baryons to dark
matter in the early universe and elongates the matter-dominated epoch of the Universe.
The bottom-right panel of Fig. 3.1 can then be understood as follows. At early times,

















Here, MPl is the reduced Planck mass and ρb,0 is the baryon density today. The dark
radiation added by the DDM model is always subdominant, and the very early universe
resembles a ΛCDM universe. As we approach matter domination, due to the extra dark
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Figure 3.1: Shown here are the effects of DDM on various observables. These plots were
produced using a modified version of CAMB, fixing all ΛCDM parameters, including Ωdm,0
and varying just αdr. The blue line with αdr = 0 represents a ΛCDM cosmology. Top:
effect of non-zero αdr on the CMB TT power spectrum; Left : effect on the matter power
spectrum; Right : the DDM expansion rate relative to ΛCDM.
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matter in the Universe, the expansion rate increases, reaching a peak deviation close to
z ∼ 103. Finally, as the extra dark matter decays into dark radiation which quickly redshifts
away, the expansion rate relaxes back into agreement with ΛCDM. This effect is more
pronounced as αdr increases. Overall, the expansion rate is increased in the DDM scenario
relative to ΛCDM, the maximum increase occuring close to recombination. This combined
with extra dark matter in the early universe shifts matter-radiation equality as well as
recombination to earlier. If recombination occurs earlier, sound waves in the early universe
have less time to travel, decreasing the sound horizon rs. The Hubble parameter can then
increase to compensate allowing the DDM model to diminish the Hubble tension.
These effects can also be inferred from the top panel of Fig. 3.1 showing the change in the
CMB TT power spectrum. An increase in the amount of dark matter in the early universe
suppresses power in all CMB peaks, as the enhancement due to acoustic driving is reduced.
A smaller sound horizon shifts peak locations to smaller scales, or larger multipoles ℓ. The
effect of the reduced ratio Ωb/Ωdm is most apparent in the second peak. The heights of odd
and even CMB peaks determine Ωb/Ωdm, with a smaller ratio implying a larger difference
in peak heights [180]. Finally, power at large scales (ℓ ≲ 30) is enhanced because dark
matter decaying into dark radiation causes gravitational potential wells to decay, boosting
the late integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect.
Similar effects can also be seen in the matter power spectrum shown in the bottom-left
panel of Fig. 3.1. The location of the peak in the matter power spectrum is dictated by the
size of the Universe at matter-radiation equality, which the DDM model shifts to smaller
sizes, or larger wavenumbers keq [181]. The enhancement of power at small scales is a result
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of the decrease in Ωb/Ωdm, which leads to less photon drag and boosts structure formation.
On the other hand, large-scale modes enter the horizon in the late universe which has
less dark matter than the early universe, but is still expanding faster than ΛCDM as seen
form Fig. 3.1. This suppresses structure formation and therefore power at large scales. In
particular, at scales ∼ 8Mpc, power is considerably suppressed, alleviating the S8 tension.
This suppression can also be attributed to DDM causing gravitational potential wells to
decay, becoming shallower in the late universe. Moreover, as DDM dilutes as a−(3+α), it is
no longer pressureless and this pressure resists the growth of gravitational potential wells.
3.2 Methodology
To investigate this DDM model, we use a modified version of the publicly available
Boltzmann code CAMB [182]. The modified version is based on the dynamics described
in [170]; We vary the 6 standard ΛCDM parameters: the baryon density ωb today, the dark
matter density ωdm today, the angular size θMC of the sound horizon at recombination,
the optical depth τ to reionisation, the scalar spectral index ns, and the amplitude As
of the primordial power spectrum. To this, we add the DDM parameter αdr. We then
use the publicly available Markov chain Monte Carlo code CosmoMC [183] to explore our
7-dimensional parameter space with the following assumptions. We assume a flat universe
with Ωk = 0, a constant dark energy equation of state, wde = −1 and fix the running of
the scalar spectral index dns/dlnk = 0. We adopt standard values for the sum of neutrino
masses Σmν = 0.06 eV and the SM Nν,eff = 3.046. The entire DDM model is described
by the sole parameter αdr. The dark radiation energy density Ωdr and ∆Neff,dr are derived
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parameters which can be expressed in terms of αdr. Table 3.1 shows the priors for the 7
varied parameters.
We fit to various early and late-universe data sets in certain combinations. Our data
include:
• Planck : The CMB temperature and polarization angular power spectra (high-ℓ TT
+ low-ℓ TEB) released by Planck 2015 [22,153]
• JLA : Luminosity distance of supernovae Type Ia coming from ‘joint light-curve
analysis’ using SNLS (Supernova Legacy Survey) and SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey)
catalogs [130]
• BAO : The ‘Baryonic Acoustic Oscillation’ data from DR12-BAO [81], SDSS-6DF [17]
and SDSS-MGS [80]
• R18 : An external gaussian prior on H0 = 73.52± 1.62 km/s/Mpc [83].
We fit to the combinations Planck, Planck+R18 and Planck+JLA+BAO+R18. We adhere
to the Gelman-Rubin convergence criteria of R− 1 < 0.01 and discard the first 30% of our
chains as burn-in.
3.3 Results
Figures 3.2-3.4 compare our posteriors for the ΛCDM (blue) and DDM (red) models for
various data sets. Along with posteriors for Ωbh
2, Ωdmh
2 and αdr, we also show posteriors
for the derived parameters H0 and S8. The green bands represent local measurements of
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Parameter ΛCDM DDM
Ωbh
2 [ 0.005 , 0.1 ] [ 0.005 , 0.1 ]
Ωdmh
2 [ 0.001 , 0.99 ] [ 0.001 , 0.99 ]
100θMC [ 0.5 , 10 ] [ 0.5 , 10 ]
τ [ 0.01 , 0.8 ] [ 0.01 , 0.8 ]
ns [ 0.8 , 1.2 ] [ 0.8 , 1.2 ]
ln(1010As) [ 2.0 , 4.0 ] [ 2.0 , 4.0 ]
αdr – [ 0.00 , 0.05 ]
Table 3.1: Priors on the cosmological parameters we vary in our MCMC analyses
H0 and S8. From these figures, the correlation of H0 with αdr and the anticorrelation of S8
with αdr are apparent. An increase in αdr results in a greater H0 and a smaller S8. This is
the exact effect required to solve the H0 and S8 tensions simultaneously. These correlations
are most evident in the posteriors of Planck+R18 in Fig. 3.3. The inclusion of BAO data
diminishes these correlations as seen in Fig. 3.4.
As seen from Fig. 3.2, Planck data places an upper bound on αdr (≤ 0.003). However,
the addition of an external prior on H0 from R18 leads to a small preference for non-zero αdr
(≈ 0.005± 0.003) at the ∼ 1.5σ level. With Planck+R18, the Hubble tension is reduced to
∼ 1.5σ and the S8 tension to ∼ 0.3σ. The addition of BAO data weakens these resolutions,
as seen form Table 3.2. For Planck+JLA+BAO+R18, the H0 and S8 tensions remain at
∼ 2.5σ and ∼ 1.5σ levels respectively. For all dataset combinations explored, we remain
consistent with ΛCDM within 1σ for all ΛCDM parameters.
Table 3.3 shows the best-fit χ2 values for the ΛCDM and DDM models. The DDM
model leads to a slight improvement in fit, largely due to fitting the R18 measurement
better than ΛCDM.
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Decaying DM (DDM) model
Standard CDM model
Figure 3.2: Comparison between the standard ΛCDM and the DDM models: Constraints
on various cosmological parameters along with their covariances when tested against the
Planck data. The green bands represent the constraints on H0 and S8 coming from [83, R18]
and [34, DES-YI, 2017].
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H0
(Planck+R18)
Decaying DM (DDM) model
Standard CDM model
Figure 3.3: Comparison between the standard ΛCDM and the DDM models: Constraints
on various cosmological parameters along with their covariances when tested against the
Planck+R18. The green bands represent the constraints onH0 and S8 coming from [83, R18]
and [34, DES-YI, 2017].
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H0
(Planck+JLA+BAO+R18)
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between the standard ΛCDM and the DDM models: Constraints
on various cosmological parameters along with their covariances when tested against the
Planck+JLA+BAO+R18. The green bands represent the constraints on H0 and S8 coming
from [83, R18] and [34, DES-YI, 2017].
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In Fig. 3.5, we show how the decay parameter αdr improves the H0 and S8 tensions. In
the DDM scenario (red contours), αdr increases towards the bottom right. Considering just
Planck+R18, the external prior on H0 pushes the decay rate of dark matter to be ∼ 1%
of the Hubble rate. These large values of αdr alter expansion history enough for the model
to predict a larger H0 as well as predict a lower Ωm and therefore lower S8. Without data
at intermediate redshifts, such large changes in cosmology are permitted. As seen from the
top panel of Fig. 3.5, within the scope allowed by Planck+R18, the DDM contours intersect
the 1σ local-measurement square (green). For these datasets, while the 1σ ΛCDM contour
(blue) intersects the 1σ local measurement of S8, the 2σ ΛCDM contour is beyond the 1σ
local H0 measurement. Therefore, the DDM model diminishes the H0 and S8 tensions.
Including data at intermediate redshifts, namely JLA and BAO, the tensions remain
unresolved. As seen from the bottom panel of Fig. 3.5, while DDM nearly resolves the S8
tension, the Hubble tension still exists. The combined datasets Planck+R18+JLA+BAO
do not permit large deviations from ΛCDM cosmology. Moreover, smaller values of αdr are
permitted, with the decay rate of dark matter constrained to be ∼ 0.5% of the Hubble rate.
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Figure 3.5: The figures show the ΛCDM (blue) and DDM (red) constraints on the H0 − S8
plane for two dataset combinations, Planck+R18 and Planck+R18+JLA+BAO. The green
bands represent the 1 and 2 σ constraints on H0 and S8 coming from [83, R18] and [34, DES-





































Parameter ΛCDM DDM ΛCDM DDM
Ωbh
2 0.02251± 0.00022 0.02180+0.00049−0.00041 0.02243± 0.00020 0.02199+0.00041−0.00029
Ωdmh
2 0.1161± 0.0019 0.1136± 0.0023 0.1174± 0.0012 0.1170± 0.0012
100θMC 1.04138± 0.00045 1.04118± 0.00045 1.04123± 0.00041 1.04098± 0.00044
τ 0.094± 0.019 0.089± 0.020 0.089± 0.018 0.082± 0.019
ln(1010As) 3.113± 0.037 3.107± 0.038 3.106± 0.035 3.096± 0.037
ns 0.9748± 0.0058 0.9763± 0.0058 0.9715± 0.0043 0.9699± 0.0044
αdr −− 0.0050+0.0023−0.0034 −− < 0.00332
Ωm 0.293± 0.011 0.274± 0.014 0.3000± 0.0067 0.2950± 0.0074
ΩΛ 0.707
+0.012
−0.010 0.725± 0.014 0.7000± 0.0067 0.7044± 0.0073
σ8 0.829± 0.015 0.830± 0.015 0.830± 0.015 0.831± 0.015
S8 0.818± 0.022 0.793± 0.026 0.829± 0.018 0.823± 0.018
H0 69.03± 0.87 70.6+1.1−1.3 68.44± 0.52 68.81± 0.58
Table 3.2: Comparison between the standard ΛCDM and the DDM models showing 1σ constraints on parameters fitting to
Planck+R18 and Planck+JLA+BAO+R18
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Plank+R18 Plank+JLA+BAO+R18
Dataset ΛCDM DDM ΛCDM DDM
χ2highℓTT 768.352 771.684 767.395 767.154
χ2lowTEB 10498.3 10496.5 10497.3 10497.9
χ2JLA −− −− 695.377 695.299
χ26DF −− −− 0.0402244 0.0793526
χ2MGS −− −− 2.34994 2.67358
χ2DR12BAO −− −− 3.57457 3.96993
χ2nuisance 1.50061 3.20412 3.11594 2.42671
χ2R18 7.59589 2.46971 9.11007 7.98282∑︁
χ2i 11275.7 11273.8 11978.3 11977.5
∆(
∑︁
χ2i ) 0 −1.9 0 −0.8
Table 3.3: Comparison between the standard ΛCDM and the DDM models: χ2 values
for various datasets from a combined fit to Planck+R18 and Planck+JLA+BAO+R18 are
given, with the χ2nuisance for expectations for the nuisance and foreground parameters.
3.4 Discussion and conclusions
While the ΛCDM model of cosmology fits numerous datasets well, its predictions based
on the early and late universe disagree [30,72]. The current expansion rate H0 is underpre-
dicted by ΛCDM when fit to the early universe [25]. Despite this, measurements of the late
universe are in agreement with a ΛCDM expansion history, but with different parameter
values [20]. This Hubble tension has persisted and worsened over the years and no system-
atic cause has yet been found [29]. Moreover, ΛCDM overpredicts the amplitude of matter
fluctuations S8 relative to direct measurements in the late universe [31, 32]. Although this
is a milder tension, combined, these tensions might hint new physics beyond the standard
model of cosmology.
Theories that address each tension often worsen the other. In this work, we explored a
decaying dark matter model than can simultaneously improve both tensions. We considered
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dark matter that decays into dark radiation, parameterised by a single new parameter
[170,172]. The DDM model increases the expansion rate relative to ΛCDM, with the largest
effect being close to recombination. This leads to a reduced sound horizon, to compensate
for which H0 increases, alleviating the Hubble tension. The DDM model also reduces the
dark matter density in the late universe, suppressing structure formation and lowering the
predicted value of S8. Hence, it offers solutions to both tensions simultaneously.
Considering just data from the early and current universes, that is the Planck+R18 com-
bination, we find that the Hubble tension is reduced below the 1.5σ level and the S8 tension
below 0.5σ. DDM not only significantly diminishes both tensions, but also provides a slightly
better fit to these datasets with ∆χ2tot = −1.9, as seen from Table 3.3. However, including
measurements of the Universe at intermediate redshifts with Planck+R18+JLA+BAO, we
find that the DDM model is strongly constrained and the H0 and S8 tensions persist at the
∼ 2.5σ and ∼ 1.5σ levels respectively. The DDM model alters expansion history relative
to ΛCDM all through matter domination, as shown in Fig. 3.1. As found by numerous
models that aim to resolve the Hubble tension through modifications of the late universe,
late-universe datasets such as BAO and JLA strongly constrain expansion history and keep
such models from fully resolving the Hubble tension [25,47]. In this case, the “new physics”
we add is present not only in the early universe where it has maximal effect, but through-
out cosmic history. Its presence in the late universe would spoil the fits to BAO and JLA,
keeping it from diminishing the H0 and S8 tensions further. This can also be seen from the
tilt of the H0 and S8 vs αdr contours in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. Without BAO and JLA data,
αdr has a stronger correlation with H0 and anticorrelation with S8 in Fig. 3.3. This relaxes
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when intermediate-redshift datasets are added as in Fig. 3.4, implying that the addition of
BAO and JLA data weakens the effectiveness of DDM at resolving both tensions.
Numerous models of dark matter interacting within the dark sector have been explored
[184–187]. In these models, the interaction is effective only up to a certain scale and
negligible at larger scales. This produces a cut-off-like feature in the matter power spectrum
at small scales, keeping the power in scales ∼ 8Mpc the same as in ΛCDM. For decaying
dark matter with a constant time-independent decay rate [168, 173], the constraints are
driven by the change to the late ISW effect on the large-scale CMB data. To be consistent
with it, the dark matter must decay very slowly which only allows a slight improvement
in the S8 tension. The DDM model considered here circumvents this by having a smaller
decay rate in the early universe around decoupling which then increases with time. Models
which introduce a time-dependent dark-matter drag force due to dark radiation which also
shut-off at late times [175] have similar effects.
The S8 and Hubble tensions are intriguing results in cosmology. They require careful
investigation whether from a systematic or a new-physics perspective. Future data may
shed further light on whether these anomalies are hints of physics beyond the standard




The generalised dark matter (GDM) formalism generalizes dark matter and dark energy
to fluids that have pressure, pressure waves and viscosity [53]. This phenomenological model
describes the behaviour of dark matter by three parameters: the equation of state parameter
wg, which relates the pressure of a species to its energy density; the effective sound speed
c2eff, which quantifies the speed of pressure waves in the fluid; and c
2
vis, which quantifies the
viscosity of the fluid and hence the damping of these pressure waves. CDM has no pressure,
pressure waves or viscosity, i.e. wg = 0, c
2
eff = 0, c
2
vis = 0. The cosmological constant has
negative pressure, but no perturbations, hence wg = −1, c2eff = 0, c2vis = 0. Evidently, the
CDM and Λ descriptions of dark matter and dark energy are therefore too rigid to reflect
our uncertainty about the dark sector. Too little is known about dark energy and dark
matter to assume that their properties remain constant over time.
The GDM formalism expands on the basic ΛCDM model by permitting these three
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parameters to differ from their fixed ΛCDM values and vary in time [188]. This evolution
can be entirely unconstrained, such that GDM is model-independent and data-driven. Al-
ternatively, the GDM properties can be fixed at certain constant values or fixed to evolve
in a manner to track the effects of a particular particle-physics theory of the dark sector.
In this way, cold, warm and hot dark matter, neutrinos and massive neutrinos, a cosmo-
logical constant and scalar fields like our EDE can all be modelled using GDM [38, 53].
Hence GDM is a flexible, and therefore, powerful formalism to investigate the behaviour
of dark matter and dark energy over cosmic history. In this framework, dark matter and
dark energy may alter their properties over time, changing how the Universe evolves and
how matter clusters [53, 189]. It hence forms an interesting approach to the σ8 problem.
As for the Hubble tension, my research already employs the GDM formalism for the fluid
approximation of the EDE scenario proposed in Ch. 2.
Lastly, constraints placed on models of dark energy or dark matter that arise from
fundamental theory are specific to that particular model. A phenomenological approach
like GDM places broader constraints on the behavior of dark energy and dark matter over
time, and their effect on data. Multiple fundamental models can fit into phenomenological
constraints, making this approach more powerful.
The GDM formalism is outlined in §4.1 for completeness. For a detailed explanation,
see Ref. [53]. Future applications of this framework are briefly described in §4.2.
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4.1 GDM Dynamics
4.1.1 Background dynamics
The energy density ρg of GDM can be determined as a function of time by integrating
ρ̇g
ρg




where dots represent derivatives with respect to conformal time. For CDM, wg = 0. In-
creasing wg would make the energy density of GDM dilute faster than CDM, while wg < 0
would make this energy density dilute slower. Allowing wg to vary alters the expansion
history of the Universe, the effects being exaggerated during matter domination. At the
background level, Eq. (4.1) captures the entire contribution of GDM to the Universe.
4.1.2 Perturbation evolution
GDM also develops density (δg) and velocity (θg) perturbations, as well as anisotropic
stress perturbations (σg). In the notation of [190], in the synchronous gauge, these evolve
as
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where k is the wavenumber of the perturbation mode and h and η are the metric perturba-
tions in the synchronous gauge. The adiabatic sound speed c2g of GDM perturbations can



















σg = 3wgσν ,
(4.4)
where δγ is the initial photon density perturbation, θν denotes the initial neutrino velocity
perturbation and σν the initial anisotropic neutrino stress.
These are the GDM dynamics I have implemented in the Boltzmann solver CLASS [54]
which calculates expected CMB and matter power spectra as well as other observables given
a cosmology, eg. ΛCDM. Functionality allows for the GDM parameters to be free functions
of redshift. A similar implementation of GDM was used for the fluid approximation to
ULAs and EDE in Chapter 2. For more details, see §2.2.1 and Ref. [38].
4.1.3 Effect on the CMB
Intuitively, it is easier to understand the effects of varying the GDM parameters on
observables if they are constant. Any species with a constant equation of state parameter
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Figure 4.1: The plot shows the evolution of the energy densities of various species. If the
fractional energy density in matter today is kept constant, altering wg shifts the time of
matter-radiation equality.
w has energy density which decays with respect to redshift z as (1 + z)3(1+w). Hence,
pressureless matter like CDM has wcdm = 0 and its energy density decays as (1 + z)
3 as
seen by the black line in Fig. 4.1. Altering wg changes the relative abundance of radiation
in the early universe and hence the time τeq of matter radiation equality.
If τeq is shifted to earlier (later), power in the higher CMB multipoles is suppressed
(enhanced) through an effect know as acoustic driving, which only occurs in the radiation-
dominated universe [180,191]. Power in the first CMB peak can be suppressed (enhanced)
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if the fractional energy density in radiation around the time of recombination is decreased
(increased). This occurs through the early integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect [180]. The
ISW effect arises due to evolving gravitational potentials. Around the time of recombination,
gravitational potentials evolve and decay due to radiation leaking from these wells. Photons
travelling through these wells as recombination occurs, fall in to deeper wells than they climb
out of, gaining energy. Similarly, photons travelling through voids lose some energy. If the
relative energy density in radiation decreases (increases), the early ISW effect gives less
(more) of a boost to the first CMB peak.
Sub-dominant effects of changing wg include shifting the angular scales or multipoles of
CMB peaks because the time of recombination is altered by approximately as much as τeq,
and altering relative peak heights, which are sensitive to the baryon-dark matter ratio [180].
All of these effects can be seen in Fig. 4.2.
The above is for a constant wg with a value close to zero [189]. If wg is very different
from zero, GDM pressure is appreciable and causes the decay of gravitational potentials
and hence an ISW effect throughout matter domination, boosting the CMB peaks to values
inconsistent with data. If wg is time-dependent, the above effects will take place depending
on the value of wg and the era in cosmic history.
The effect of c2eff and c
2
vis on the CMB is degenerate, but can be distinguished with
the matter power spectrum. For the CMB, as GDM is the dominant species during matter
domination, its ability to have pressure waves and viscosity makes gravitational potentials
decay, giving rise to a late-time ISW effect. This ISW effect adds power at the scales in
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Figure 4.2: The CMB TT power spectrum is shown for various GDM scenarios alongside
ΛCDM.
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Figure 4.3: The matter power spectrum is shown here for various cosmologies including
ΛCDM and two GDM scenarios.
the CMB that entered the horizon during matter domination ℓ ≲ 500. Their effect on the
CMB can be seen in Fig. 4.2.
The matter power spectrum breaks this degeneracy as shown in Fig. 4.3. With non-
zero c2eff or c
2
vis, gravitational potentials decay, reducing clustering on smaller scales and
suppressing power in the matter power spectrum at small scales. Furthermore, if GDM has
non-zero effective sound speed and small or no viscosity, there are oscillations in the matter
power spectrum. For c2vis ≳ c
2
eff , these oscillations will be damped out.
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4.2 Applications of the GDM formalism
4.2.1 Principal component analysis with GDM
To investigate the behaviour of dark matter and dark energy over time in a model-
independent manner, I propose to use GDM to model the full dark sector and do a principal
component analysis (PCA) [192–197] on the GDM parameters.
PCA is a sophisticated method capable of placing constraints on the time-dependence
of GDM parameters in a model-independent way. The parameters can be described as linear





where the functions fi(z) are a complete orthogonal set of functions of redshift. These can
be anything from Fourier modes to simple redshift bins. The constants Ai are amplitudes of
these basis functions. PCA then picks out the linear combinations of basis functions fi(z)
that the data are most sensitive to, in this case, the CMB. In this example, the first principal
component w̃1g is the linear combination of basis functions that the data constrain most
strongly. The second principal component w̃2g is the linear combination of basis functions
that the data are second most sensitive to and so on. As the basis functions can be anything,
wg(z) becomes model-independent and data-driven. As the data are decreasingly sensitive
to incrementing principal components, only the first few (∼ k) components need to be
considered in subsequent analysis.
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Once principal components w̃g(z) have been acquired, a Markov chain Monte Carlo
analysis can constrain the amplitude Ã
j
of each principal component, mapping the time







One way to extend my previous work with GDM and PCA would be to choose the
basis functions fi(z) such that they imitate the early dark energy proposed therein. This
would constrain the ensemble of early dark energies proposed (see §2.2). This analysis has
far more potential, though. We can easily examine whether any kind of dark energy or dark
matter can resolve the Hubble tension, not just the form studied in my previous work.
The powerful GDM formalism coupled with the sophisticated PCA can answer the key
cosmological questions – what are dark energy and dark matter and how has the Universe
has evolved? Even if the results simply confirm the ΛCDM descriptions of dark energy
and dark matter, they will be groundbreaking as they would have been obtained using a
completely model-independent approach.
4.2.2 The CMB low multipole tension
The CMB spectrum is well measured down to small scales, corresponding to multipoles
of ℓ ≃ 2500 [9, 22] and the ΛCDM model predicts the observed CMB to great accuracy
[9,15,16,22]. At low multipoles of ℓ ≲ 30, however, there remains a discrepancy between the
power expected in the CMB TT spectrum and the smaller power observed. This discrepancy
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could arise due to cosmic variance, or, as speculated by [198,199], could be further indication
for physics beyond the standard ΛCDM model.
In [199], it was demonstrated that if the expansion history of the Universe is altered, the
late ISW effect could lead to suppression of low CMB multipoles. Changing the expansion
history of the Universe in a manner that causes the decay of gravitational potentials induces
an ISW effect. If this decay occurs at late times, it alters the larger scales, or low multipoles
in the CMB. Ref. [199] demonstrated that this late ISW term could remove power from the
low CMB multipoles and hence suppress them. The authors simply aimed to illuminate
how the ISW effect could lead to suppression, and not just enhancement of power in CMB
multipoles, as most cosmologists previously believed. Details of what physically causes the
expansion history to change were not addressed.
In order to motivate the required change in the expansion history of the Universe and
perhaps gain some physics insight from it into the nature of dark energy and dark matter,
I will approach the low-ℓ tension using GDM. GDM can suppress low-ℓ power as it alters
the expansion history of the Universe and can cause gravitational potentials to decay, both
through non-zero wg. Through this exercise, we may find that data does not disfavour dark
matter behaving unlike its cold counterpart at intermediate redshifts. It will also expose
the sensitivity of the CMB to cosmic history at z ≲ 50 and the sensitivity of data to the
Universe behaving very differently from a ΛCDM universe at intermediate redshifts.
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The Cosmic-Ray Positron Excess
In addition to the cosmic microwave background, cosmic rays provide another dark
matter probe. Recently, satellite experiments detected more flux at high energies of cosmic-
ray positrons than expected by conventional astrophysical models, indicating new local
sources [55, 56, 200]. This was exciting as it could be a dark matter signal produced by
dark matter particles annihilating into Standard Model particles. However, while there
is no evidence that dark matter interacts with the Standard Model in this way, there is
clear evidence that galactic pulsars can trap and accelerate positron at the observed energy
levels [63–66]. My work explores how pulsars may explain this CR e+ excess [61,62]
By simulating unobserved pulsars in the galaxy and accounting for uncertainty in the
astrophysical parameters relating to the production and propagation of these cosmic rays,
we determined the positron flux expected from Milky Way pulsars. At high energies, the
number of pulsars that can contribute cosmic-ray positrons drops to a few. This results
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in spectral features in the positron fraction related to the individual contributing pulsars.
Such spectral features would be absent if interacting dark matter sourced these positrons.
My research developed a new technique for analyzing cosmic-ray data, which quantifies such
fluctuations in cosmic-ray energy spectra. This chapter presents this research and is heavily
based on Ref. [61] 1, work done in collaboration with Ilias Cholis and Marc Kamionkowski.
It also contains excerpts from Ref. [62] 2.
At the current level of precision of the experiments and uncertainty in astrophysical
parameters, dark matter cannot be ruled out as a potential source. However, with this tech-
nique, we may distinguish between the dark matter and pulsar scenarios for the production
of cosmic-ray positrons in the future as cosmic-ray data improve. This is a novel approach
to evaluate astrophysical and dark matter models based on cosmic rays and provides a
deeper understanding of the data.
5.1 The CR positron excess and possible explanations
Cosmic-ray (CR) antimatter provides a probe of new phenomena at high energies. Most
antimatter CRs are produced via inelastic collisions of regular high energy CR nuclei with
the interstellar medium(ISM) gas. The resulting stable particles from these interactions are
referred to as CR secondaries, and the observed fluxes are well described by astrophysical
models [201–206]. However, the CR positron flux, and energy spectrum of the positron
fraction e+/(e+ + e−), is under-predicted above ∼10GeV by these models. Since energy
1Ref. [61] was published in Physical Review D c⃝ 2018 American Physical Society.
2Ref. [62] was published in Physical Review D c⃝ 2018 American Physical Society.
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losses from synchrotron emission and inverse Compton scattering are much more important
for e± than nuclei, this discrepancy in the high-energy positron flux is expected to be
local; associated with the propagation of CRs in the local ∼kpc3 volume [207] or with
characteristics of CR e± sources in the same volume. These sources could be local supernova
remnants (SNRs) [208–217], local pulsars [218–228] or particle dark matter (DM) [57–60,
226,229–242].
A number of observations suggest that SNRs are the primary source of Galactic CR
nuclei with energies up to O(100)TeV. Yet, SNRs can explain the positron fraction only
if the metallicities of environments of recent SNRs within ≃kpc are different from those
averaged within 10kpc [214,215,243,244]. DM explanations for the CR positron excess are
constrained by cosmic-microwave-background data [22, 173, 245–248] and γ-rays [249–251],
but parts of the parameter space are still available. Pulsars are a natural source of hard CR
e± injection into the ISM. However, at the highest observed energies, ≳ 500GeV, only a few
very local sources, including Geminga, Monogem, and Vela, would dominate the CR flux.
With recent observations from HAWC [63,252] and Milagro [253] of ≳ 10TeV γ-ray halos at
O(10)pc around Geminga and Monogem, we now have strong indications that CR e± exit
the surrounding pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) [64], with additional implications for both
pulsar searches [65] and the TeV emission observed by HESS [254] towards the Galactic
centre [66].
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5.2 The pulsar explanation of the CR positron excess
Pulsars are born in the Milky Way at a rate of ≃1 per century [255–258]. Thus only one
new pulsar every 103 years is born within 4-kpc distance that ≳ 10GeV positrons can travel.
Moreover, since the energy-loss timescale is ∼ 10Myr for E ≳GeV positrons, no more than
∼ 104 pulsars can contribute positrons with energies above a few GeV. Above 100GeV the
equivalent distance drops to 2 kpc and the maximum age to 2Myr, and above 500GeV to
1kpc and 400kyr. Thus, as we go to higher energies, the number of candidate pulsar sources
decreases. Given the rough maximum e± energy Emax ∼ 100GeV(R/2 kpc)−2 from a pulsar
at a distance R, the discreteness of the source population shows up as spectral features in
the CR spectra [222, 224]. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.1. These, moreover,
cannot be mimicked by DM (even if there are multiple DM particles) [238,259].
The red-curve in Fig. 5.1 illustriates the type of spectral features induced by discreteness
of the source population. Shown is the positron-fraction for a simulation of pulsars born
within 4kpc from the Sun at a rate of 1kyr−1. The amplitude of the wiggles increases as
the number of contributing sources decreases. We show for comparison the prediction from
an example DM model (green-line) from [226] typical of [59, 60, 239, 260]. Both the DM
and pulsar models give good fits to the AMS-02 measurement. Even with 20 years of data,
given the combined statistical and systematic errors [55], AMS-02 will not distinguish the
DM model from the smoothed version of the red curve. The red curve may, however, be
distinguished through the presence of the wiggles.
In this work, we suggest a power-spectrum technique to search for wiggles in the positron
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Figure 5.1: The AMS-02 positron fraction measurement [55] and two examples of models
that fit it well. The red line is from the contribution of many Milky Way pulsars, while
the green line is from a sample DM model. The DM spectrum is smooth, while the pulsar
spectrum shows evidence of contributions from individual sources at high energies. The
curves labelled P1, P2 and P3, illustrate schematically the contribution from individual
pulsars, at distances of 0.66, 0.97 and 1.7 kpc and ages of 240, 430 and 740 kyrs, respectively.
The dotted line shows the contribution from pulsars with ages ≤150kyrs. We include a
measurement of each model after 20yr with AMS-02. We would not be able to separate them
through a fit to the spectrum. We include the AMS-Collaboration parametrization [55].
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energy spectrum induced by discreteness of the source population. We perform 900 simu-
lations of the Milky Way pulsar population accounting for the astrophysical uncertainties
in this population. We then evaluate the prospects to detect, with this power-spectrum
analysis, pulsar-induced wiggles. While current data are unlikely to have sufficient sensi-
tivity, we find that the prospects to detect wiggles with forthcoming data are good enough
to warrant a careful analysis.
5.2.1 Data
We use published AMS-02 data [55] that stem from 2.5 years of measurements from 5
GeV and up to 500 GeV. We also simulate for 20 yr assuming the same energy bins and
percentage systematic errors. We also project three years of spectral measurements of the
combined e± flux, up to 1 TeV, by DAMPE. Here, we work with binned data, but note that
there may be benefits, in a realistic analysis, to working with the raw data; especially if the
bin widths exceed the instrumental resolution.
5.2.2 Astrophysical uncertainties surrounding the pulsar explanation
The contribution of local pulsars to the measured CR spectra is influenced by uncer-
tainties. These include uncertainties involving the neutron-star distribution in the Milky
Way [256, 257, 261], their birth rate [255–258] and luminosities, the fraction of power that
goes to CRs, the spectrum of the CRs injected into the ISM, and uncertainties regarding
the CR diffusion, energy-losses and the impact of the time-evolving Heliosphere.
We model these uncertainties by producing astrophysical realizations spanning the rel-
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evant multi-dimensional parameter space in a discrete manner. We call these unique points
on this space pulsar astrophysical realizations or just simulations. An example of four
such pulsar astrophysical realizations is shown in Fig. 5.2. The current data show that the
positron fraction rises monotonically from 7 GeV to ∼300 GeV. We show several simulations
that fit the data over the range that it is measured. These fitted simulations show that the
spectrum can either continue to rise to a value ≳ 0.20 at an energy of a TeV or flatten to
a value of ≃ 0.16, or even drop to ≃ 0.1 at that energy. AMS-02 will have the sensitivity
to eventually observe such values of the positron fraction. Moreover, different astrophysical
realizations can predict a pulsar spectrum that is inherently smooth and featureless or one
that has detectable features [61].
Neutron star birth distribution
The cosmic-ray e± observed are local and come from sources within a radius R from
us where that radius is smaller at higher energies. Thus, the observed cosmic-ray e± flux is
sensitive to the spatial distribution and birth rate of pulsars within this volume. The birth
rate and spatial distribution of pulsars within the Milky have been subjects of extensive work
[256, 257, 261, 262]. Yet there are great uncertainties in both, given the lack of a complete
pulsar survey of the sky at radio wavelengths. Moreover, the pulsars’ radio emission is highly
anisotropic, beamed with an opening angle spanning about one tenth of the pulsars’ 4π
steradians. In fact, observations suggest that this ratio (typically referred to as the beaming
fraction) is time-dependent, being larger at the earlier stages of the pulsar’s evolution (as
high as ≃ 50% during its first 10 kyr) and gradually decreasing. At gamma-ray wavelengths,
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Figure 5.2: Four different pulsar astrophysical realizations. The predicted positron-fraction
spectrum, which is observed to increase from 7 to ∼300 GeV, can either drop at higher
energies (model I, in black line), flatten out (model II, in blue line), or keep rising up to
a TeV (model IV, in red line). Also depending on the exact ISM assumptions, it can be
smooth (green line) or have features associated with individual pulsars whose presence can
potentially be detected [61].
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the surveys do span the entirety of the sky but are sensitive only to the brightest sources,
i.e., the most powerful, younger, and nearby members of the pulsar population.
The Milky Way pulsar birth rate has been estimated to be 1.4 ± 0.2 per century in
Ref. [257], with alternative estimates that range between one and four per century at one
σ [255, 256, 258]. In our analysis, the pulsar birth rate is degenerate with the fraction of
spin-down power that goes to high energy e± and thus for simplicity we choose it to be one
per century.
The spatial distribution of pulsars at birth is expected to follow the stellar distribution
in the Milky Way’s spiral arms. It has been modelled in Refs. [256, 257, 261] based on
the Parkes multi-beam survey at 1.4 GHz [263]. We generate simulations of Milky Way
pulsar populations. To generate these simulations, we follow both the parametrization of
Ref. [261] and Ref. [257] taking the latter as the canonical distribution. More precisely, for














where B = 1.9, C = 5.0, R⊙ = 8.5 kpc, and A is normalized to a pulsar birth rate of one
per century. Using Eq. (5.1), we are led to the following probability distribution function
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where Γ(x) is a Gamma function. Our spatial simulations so produced are consistent with
Ref. [261] as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Furthermore, in our generated simulations, pulsars have a distance z away from the
disk that follows a Laplace distribution with a scale height of 50 pc and mean of 0 pc, in
accordance with Ref. [256]. Finally, we do not try to simulate the spiral arms of the Galaxy,
but simply assume a uniform distribution in Galactocentric angle.
Neutron star spin-down distribution properties
Neutron stars (NSs) are born from the core collapse of massive stars in the range of
8–25 M⊙. Given their violent birth combined with supernova explosions not being per-
fectly spherically symmetric, neutron stars have large three-dimensional kick velocities (e.g.
Ref. [264] find kick velocity to be 400 ± 40km/s) and also large (∼ 1049 erg) initial rota-
tional energies. They also have strong magnetic fields due to the contraction of the initial
core, with large uncertainties in the magnetic-field strengths due to magnetohydrodynamic
instabilities formed in the early stages of the NS birth. The strength of the initial magnetic
fields at the poles ranges between ∼ 1012 − 1015 G. These rapidly rotating strong magnets
will suffer the loss of rotational energy with initial spin-down powers that may also span
orders of magnitude given the large uncertainties in the initial magnetic fields and rotational
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Figure 5.3: The pulsars simulated within 4 kpc of the Sun, projected onto the Galactic disk.
The Galactic center is at (0,−8.5) kpc. The Sun is the black dot at (0, 0). The purple dots
were simulated using the empirical pulsar radial distribution curve presented in Ref. [261].
The blue dots were simulated using the best-fit pulsar radial distribution curve given in
Ref. [257]. Both produce very similar results. The number of pulsars in both simulations
were normalized such that one per century is born in the Galaxy, showing pulsars up to 10
Myr in age.
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Here, E0 is the initial rotational energy (i.e. E0 = 1/2 I0Ω
2
0, with I0 the neutron-star











is the characteristic timescale, or age, of a pulsar, and κ is the braking index describing the
time evolution of the neutron stars’ angular frequency Ω through Ω̇ ∝ Ωκ. Setting κ = 3
describes the spin-down due to magnetic-dipole radiation. Measurement of κ demands
knowledge of Ω, Ω̇ and Ω̈ (κ ≡ Ω̈Ω/Ω̇2). This biases the measurement toward young pulsars
where Ω̈ is not too small to measure, and young pulsars may not be characteristic of the
general distribution. Typical observed values give κ ≲ 3 [67–69,265,266], but there are also
recent measurements of young pulsars with higher braking-index values [267]. Moreover
the pulsar braking index may evolve with time depending on the specific properties of the
pulsar [268].
Given these uncertainties, our simulations test three different choices, κ = 2.5, 3.0, and
3.5 for the braking-index. For each choice, we also choose a value for the characteristic spin-
down timescale τ0. Finally, we account for pulsars not having a universal initial spin-down
power given the wide ranges of observed magnetic fields for young pulsars (∼ 1012 − 1014.5
G). We simulate pulsars with an initial spin-down power E0̇ given by
Ė0 = 10
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The values for xcutoff and µy are constrained by radio observations of rotation periods and
modeled surface magnetic fields of Myr old pulsars [256]. Moreover observation of the Crab
pulsar at ≃ 1 kyr imposes a hard cut-off on observed spin-down power of pulsars larger than
1038.7 erg/s [269]. In our simulations we take σy = [0.25, 0.36, 0.5, 0.75]. Those observational
constraints result in pulsars with τ0 values as small as 0.6 kyr for κ = 2.5 and as large as
30 kyr for κ = 3.5, with typical values of 6–10 kyr for breaking index of 3.0. In Fig. 5.4, we
show normalized histograms of Ė for each value of σy for simulations that are allowed by
the data. Table 5.1 we give all the spin-down power distribution properties for our pulsar
simulations.
We allow for a wide range of assumptions regarding the true underlying current period
of pulsars with ages ≤ 10 Myr, as well as their surface magnetic fields. Since we rely
on observations of pulsars with ages of order 105-107 years, we probe predominantly that
population and not the spin-down conditions in the very early stages. We then use the CR
measurements to constrain the birth properties of the pulsar population.
We also note that neutron-star kick velocities of ∼ 100 km/s result in a displacement
of ∼ 100 pc of the NSs from their birth location within 1 Myr, but only a few pc in their
first ∼10 kyr (≃ τ0) that is relevant for our work. We thus take their distribution in space
to be their distribution at birth.
Injection properties of CR positrons
Electrons get accelerated inside the magnetosphere, produce ICS γ-rays, which in turn
in the presence of strong magnetic fields pair produce e±. These e± get further accelerated
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Sim no. τ0 (kyr) κ xcutoff yµ yσ
30-59 3.3 3 38.8 0.25 0.5
120-149 6 3 38.8 0.25 0.5
150-179 3.3 3 38.8 0.25 0.5
180-209 10 3 38.8 0.25 0.5
210-239 3.3 3 39 0.1 0.5
240-269 1 2.5 38.8 0.25 0.5
270-299 20 3.5 39 0.1 0.5
300-329 0.7 2.5 38.8 0.25 0.5
330-359 20 3.5 39.1 0.0 0.25
360-389 0.6 2.5 39.0 0.1 0.25
390-419 6 3 39.0 0.1 0.25
420-449 6 3 38.7 0.5 0.75
450-479 30 3.5 38.8 0.25 0.5
480-509 0.85 2.5 38.5 0.6 0.75
510-539 18 3.5 39.0 0.0 0.75
540-569 10 3 38.7 0.5 0.75
570-599 4 3 39.0 0.0 0.36
600-629 1 2.5 38.7 0.5 0.75
630-659 9 3 38.2 0.4 0.36
660-689 0.8 2.5 38.2 0.4 0.36
690-719 0.6 2.5 38.2 0.4 0.36
720-749 30 3.5 38.2 0.4 0.36
750-779 7 3 39.0 0.1 0.75
780-809 30 3.5 38.0 0.5 0.36
810-839 30 3.5 38.7 0.5 0.75
840-869 6 3 38.9 0.18 0.36
870-899 4.5 3 39.3 0.0 0.25
900-929 9 3 38.5 0.5 0.25
930-959 27 3.5 38.5 0.3 0.25
960-989 33 3.5 38.0 0.5 0.25
990-1019 0.85 2.5 38.3 0.5 0.25
Table 5.1: The assumed pulsar-simulation spin-down power distributions and time evo-
lution. Simulations #30 − 59 are produced based on Ref. [261], while all others are on
reference assumption of Ref. [257].
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Figure 5.4: Shown here are normalized histograms of pulsar luminosities from various
realizations. This is not their birth luminosity, but the luminosity evolved to today using
Eq. (5.3). All simulations shown have a braking index of κ = 3.0. For the blue histogram,
the surface magnetic fields of simulated pulsars and for the green, their periods agree well
with Ref. [256]. At high luminosities one can notice the Poisson fluctuations that arise in
each individual simulation. All distributions shown are associated with models that are
allowed by the data.
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inside the magnetosphere. In addition, electrons and positrons will then propagate outwards
losing energy during adiabatic E-losses, but can also be accelerated in the termination shock
of the pulsar(also of the SNR) and the ISM. There is also evidence for γ-rays towards
Geminga and Monogem [63, 252, 253], suggesting the presence of CR e± at 100 TeV in
energy, losing a significant fraction of their energy within ≃ 10pc. Since the spin-down
power drops with a time-scale of τ0 ≲ 104 yrs, about half of the rotational energy will be
lost before the SNR shock front stops being an efficient accelerator and well before the
PWN stops having an effect on these CRs. Given that the time for CR e± to propagate to
Earth is an order of magnitude larger than τ0 we can consider their injection to the ISM
instantaneous (see Ref. [222] for further details).
Only a small fraction η, of the spin-down power can go to CR e± injected into the ISM.
In this work we are agnostic about the fraction η of the spin-down power that goes into











and take three different choices for µ and σ. These lead to three different choices for the






and logarithmic standard deviation
ζ = 10σ: (η̄, ζ) = (4×10−3, 1.47) or (10−3, 2.85) or (2×10−2, 1.29). In fitting the positron
fraction, we allow for each astrophysical pulsar realization an overall normalization change
in the pulsar component, that is absorbed into the specific values of η̄. Our typical η̄ is a
few×10−2 with a range of 2× 10−3 − 2× 10−1.
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with n following a flat distribution g(n) either in a narrow range of nϵ [1.6, 1.7] or in a wider
range of nϵ [1.4, 1.9]. The upper cutoff Ecut does not affect our fits to the observations,
since the highest-energy CR e± quickly lose their energy before reaching us; we set it to
Ecut = 10 TeV.
CR propagation through the ISM and heliosphere
Finally as CR e± enter the ISM, they must propagate to the Earth where they are
observed. From the moment CRs enter into the ISM they diffuse through the Milky Way
magnetic field and suffer energy losses due to synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton
scattering. There are uncertainties regarding the CR diffusion, energy-losses and the impact
of the time-evolving Heliosphere. We have different assumptions to model the propagation
through the ISM, using [222, 270]. We use five distinctive models for the ISM that agree
with CR data including the B/C ratio, CR protons and He [270]. The characteristics
of these five ISM models are given in Table 5.2. We account for the uncertainties of the
propagation inside the Heliosphere (i.e. Solar Modulation [271]) by marginalizing over them
following [270] and [243]. For the time-evolution of the heliospheric magnetic field we use
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Model b (×10−6GeV−1kyr−1) D0 (pc2/kyr) δ
A1 5.05 123.4 0.33
C1 5.05 92.1 0.40
C2 8.02 92.1 0.40
C3 2.97 92.1 0.40
E1 5.05 58.9 0.50
Table 5.2: The basic parameters that describe the propagations assumptions of cosmic rays
in the Milky Way. Assuming isotropic and homogeneous diffusion, D(R) = D0(R/1GV )
δ.
The energy losses due to synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton scattering are described
by dE/dt = −bE2.
The impact of these uncertainties on the morphology of the CR spectra is shown in
Figure 5.5 for the positron fraction (coloured lines). Depending on the assumptions on the
energy losses and diffusion time-scales, the spectral features can be more pronounced or
suppressed.
Once exiting the ISM and entering the heliosphere, CRs will reach our detectors, after
diffusing through the anisotropic magnetic-field structure of the fast evolving heliospheric
magnetic field. During their propagation through the heliosphere, CRs also transfer via
drift effects that impact how fast they will reach Earth, and the path they are most prone
to follow through the Heliosphere. During that time CRs will also go through adiabatic
energy losses. We account for these following Ref. [270].
Pulsar simulations
Given a spatial distribution and pulsar birth rate, a distribution f(Ė0), choices for
κ and τ0, distributions on the fraction of spin-down power that goes into ISM CR e
±
g(η), distribution h(n) on the injection index n, and choice of ISM propagation models,
we generate a population of Milky Way pulsars that are within 4 kpc. To understand the
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Figure 5.5: The positron fraction, assuming pulsars follow the same distribution in space
and in their spin-down power and time evolution. We vary the ISM propagation conditions
(different colours) as in Table 5.2, and the CR e± spectral properties and fraction of spin-
down power into ISM injected e±. Urad+UB refer to the local energy density in the radiation
and magnetic fields. Some of these lines are excluded in the positron fraction spectrum fit
and are not used further in the PSD analysis.
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impact of these uncertainties on the prospects to detect fluctuations in the positron energy
spectrum, we produce 900 astrophysical realizations of expected CR e+ spectra from pulsars.
Each one has a unique combination of the above ingredients while still consistent with pulsar
population studies [256] and data on CR propagation in the ISM and the Heliosphere [272].
5.2.3 Differentiating pulsars and dark matter with CRs
Power-spectrum analysis of the CR positron spectrum
We fit the pulsar contribution to the AMS-02 positron-fraction (containing 51 data
points between 5 and 500 GeV) 5 by allowing for an additional normalization on the e±
pulsar flux and by marginalizing over the uncertainties of primary and secondary CRs and
Solar Modulation (leading to five fitting parameters). That alone constrains a significant
fraction of the pulsar astrophysical realizations, if they are to explain the positron fraction.
This is further explored in subsequent work [62]. Of the 900 pulsar astrophysical realizations,
only 172 fit the positron fraction within 3σ from a prediction of 1 per degree of freedom
i.e. with a total χ2 ≤ 64.2 for 51-5=46 d.o.f. . For the remainder of this analysis, we use
those pulsar astrophysical realizations, one of which is shown in Fig. 5.1. Our results are
not sensitive to the exact threshold that we place on the χ2 of the fit.
For each of the remaining 172 pulsar astrophysical realizations, we generate 10 obser-
vational realizations (i.e. add noise following the binning and errors of Ref. [55]); this can
5In principle, the analysis may be done with the positron flux instead, since in the positron fraction, the
fluctuation amplitude is suppressed given the fluctuations in the electron spectrum. Still, (a) most electrons
in the relevant energy range are not from pulsars, so the suppression is small; (b) most publicly available
current results are provided in terms of the positron fraction; and (c) some systematic effects that might
introduce artificial fluctuations may be cancelled out by working with the positron fraction.
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generate artificial fluctuations that mask the wiggles we seek. We then subtract from each
observational realization the smoothed spectrum and evaluate the power-spectral density
(PSD) of the residual spectrum. Since we do not know the true underlying astrophysical
spectrum, we calculate for each realization the smoothed spectrum by convolving with a
gaussian whose width increases with energy. This removes power in large scales in energy
(low modes in the power spectrum) including contributions from instrument systematics as
misestimates of the instrument efficiency or CR contamination. Yet, systematic artifacts in
a small number of energy bins could still induce smaller-scale fluctuations that we seek.
To evaluate the PSD on the residual positron spectrum, we take the “time” parameter
to be ln(E/GeV) which we assume to be measured in equal intervals. This is to a very
good approximation true in the energy range 5–150 GeV, with higher energies having energy
bins at larger separations. In our calculations, we assume a logarithmic energy binning of
ln(Ei/GeV) ≡ xi = x0+a · i, with x0 = 1.6571 (5.24 GeV) and a = 0.063. When comparing
to current data, we go up to i = 59 (215 GeV) while in our 20-year forecast we go up to
i = 65 (315 GeV). We calculate the PSDs for each of the 172×10 observational realizations.
Given the noise, there is scatter on the PSDs of the 10 observational realizations coming
from the same underlying astrophysical realization.
To model the effect of observational scatter on the PSD, we use the AMS-02 smooth
parametrization that fits the data well after 2.5 years and then produce 200 observational
realizations of it. We then calculate the 200 PSDs on the residual. Those 200 observational
realizations of the AMS-02 smooth parametrization provide the scatter on the PSD due to
noise. For every one of the 60 (66) modes for the current (20 yr) data, we rank the 200
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coefficients. We do not expect any correlations between modes. We use the 68% ranges
to derive the 1σ error-bars per mode. We then determine a χ2 fit on each of the PSDs.
Among the 200 observational realizations of the AMS-02 smooth parametrization there is
a median in terms of its χ2 and 68%, 95% and 99% ranges. We use these ranges to compare
the PSDs from physical models (pulsars or DM) and the PSD from noise. These ranges
provide a measure of the scatter due to noise and whether pulsars can give a PSD signal
above the noise.
Results
In the top panel of Fig. 5.6 we show the PSD of the measured AMS-02 positron fraction
from the AMS-02 smooth parametrization (black line). The PSD of the noise realization
with the median fit is given by the blue line. We also show the PSDs for the pulsar
astrophysical realization and the DM model of Fig. 5.1 adding noise (red and green lines,
respectively). As seen there, pulsars produce small-scale (small in ln(E/GeV)) variations
that lead to extra power in the PSD at high modes (large f = 1/ln(E/GeV)). The exact
DM phenomenology (i.e mass annihilation/decay channel) can only affect the lower modes.
DM models with one very evident and sharp spectral feature that could add some power
are already excluded in Ref. [273,274]. The difference between the red and the green PSDs
on the residual positron fraction is what we are interested in. With 20 years of data the
situation improves, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.6, for a 10% chance to see these
fluctuations if pulsars are responsible for high-energy CR positrons.
In Fig. 5.7 we show for all 172 pulsar astrophysical realizations and for each of the 10
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Figure 5.6: The PSD of the residual to the positron fraction from AMS-02. Top: current
state with the black line giving the measurement, the blue line the noise realization with
median fit and the red and green lines a pulsars and a DM realization. Since pulsars have
spectral features (shown in Fig. 5.1), there is more power at the high modes of the PSD
compared to the smooth DM realization. Bottom: Same after 20 yr of AMS-02 observations.
The red line is calculated from one pulsar realization that is among the ∼10% of all our
observation realizations, which give a signal in the PSD detectable at ≥ 2σ.
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observational realizations the PSD χ2-distribution (red diamonds along y-axis). Each pulsar
astrophysical realization is in a different position on the x-axis; ranked starting with the
model that fits best the positron fraction spectrum. Our calculation of the fit of the observed
AMS-02 PSD on the residual positron fraction is given by the black line. All diamonds,
and the black line are to be compared to the three blue bands that represent the 68%, 95%
and 99.7% ranges of the noise. We find that with current data 1.5% (12.5%) of the 172×10
observation realizations lie outside the 99.7% (95%) band (left panel of Figure 5.7). This
information is also given in Table 5.3. Since we have ranked our astrophysical realization
models on the x-axis by their fit to the positron fraction, Fig. 5.7 also shows that there is no
clear correlation between models that provide a poor fit to the smoothed energy spectrum
and models that provide a poor fit to the power-spectrum. Also since the data PSD sits
well within the 68% band of the noise, there is no indication yet that there is a deviation
from a smooth spectrum; however, this null result cannot yet distinguish between different
scenarios.
Projections for future data
After 20 years of observations, and using information on the positron spectrum up to 315
GeV, the situation becomes more promising. Then, about 2.5% (10%) of the observational
realizations sit within the 99.7% (95%) noise bands, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.7
and in Table 5.3.
DAMPE [275, 276] and CALET [277] are now measuring the total CR e+ + e− flux
up to several TeV. We forecast the prospects to probe a PSD signal from pulsars to higher
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Figure 5.7: The scatter of 10 observational realizations in the PSD χ2/dof for each of the 172
pulsar astrophysical realizations (red diamonds). The blue bands include the noise ranges
for the PSD χ2. Top: Current, with the black line giving the PSD of the measurement,
showing no evidence for features. Bottom: After 20 years of data, ∼ 10% of the pulsar
realizations will provide (at 2σ) detectable fluctuations.
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Experiment E-range #frq. %exc. f. %exc. f. %exc. f.
(GeV) modes (95%) (99%) (99.7%)
AMS-02 (2.5 yr) 5.2-215 ±30 12.5 3.5 1.5
AMS-02 (20 yr) 5.2-315 ±33 10 6 2.5
DAMPE (3 yr) 25-640 ±19 12 7 4
Table 5.3: The potential to observe power from small-scale features to the residual positron
fraction (for AMS-02 ) or e+ + e− flux (for DAMPE ). We give the relevant energy range to
be used, the # of modes (± 1/2 the number of logarithmically spaced E-bins). ” %exc. f.”
gives the % of realizations that fall outside the 95%, 99% and 99.7% noise ranges.
energies where fewer pulsars contribute to the signal. Using the expected flux measurement
between 25 and 640 GeV we find that 38 logarithmically equally spaced energy bins provides
us with a good sensitivity to the presence of features. 6 Of the 172 pulsars realizations,
53 include at least one pulsar that has similar power, age and distance as Geminga (PSR
B0633+17) and one with similar properties for Monogem (PSR B0656+14). We use that
subset, since these pulsars are relevant for that range of energies but not for the energy
ranges used for the AMS-02 data. Our findings are given in Table 5.3 suggesting that
indeed going to higher energies is necessary.
5.3 Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed a power-spectrum analysis to identify wiggles in the
positron energy spectrum that may arise from discreteness in the pulsar source population,
in the event that pulsars are responsible for high-energy CR positrons. Our basic conclusions
are that although such wiggles are likely too small to be detectable with current data, the
prospects to see such wiggles with forthcoming data warrant the effort such an analysis
6Any further optimizations should be left to the collaborations.
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would entail.
Our estimates of the detectability of the signal rely on a variety of uncertain ingredi-
ents in the modeling of the pulsar-population. To obtain some indication of these uncer-
tainties, we constructed 900 simulated pulsar-population realizations each obtained with
different assumptions about the neutron-star distribution, spin-down power characteristics
and time-evolution, the injected CR e± spectra, and propagation through the ISM and the
heliosphere, but requiring consistency with all observational constraints in each simulation
used in the analysis. Thus, while our forecast of a ∼10% chance to detect these wiggles is
uncertain, it is, we believe, based on realistic models. The takeaway message is therefore
that the possibility to see something in a PSD analysis is significant enough to warrant a
search. It is not, however, certain enough to ascribe any strong conclusions to a null result.
With better understanding of the astrophysics in the next decade, the forecast may become
more, or less optimistic, but almost certainly more robust. This analysis can be repeated
for SNR sources.
The predictions of wiggles are statistical only. We ascribe significance to the presence
of wiggles, but we do not make predictions about specific features at specific energies 7. We
also do not ascribe the signal to any specific pulsar (e.g., Geminga or Monogem), although
our models are required to have pulsar-populations consistent with the existence of these
pulsars. Also, we emphasize that we simply estimate the sensitivity of current measurements
to a power-spectrum-based wiggle search. We do hope, however, that this work motivates
collaborations like AMS-02 and at higher energies DAMPE and CALET to perform their
7With a better understanding of the local ISM propagation conditions, by detecting a power-spectrum
signal, we will be able to also constrain the number of sources within local distances.
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own PSD analysis with their data.
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